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UMSL's
newest
chancellor
selected

Thomas George, the
recently-appointed
chancellor of UM-St.
Louis, leans against
the "UMSLmobile" at
the Welcome Back
Picnic held Sunday
evening at the
Millennium Student
Center. George, who
previously served as
chancellor at
University of
Wisconsin-Stevens
Point, will succeed
Interim Chancellor
Donald Driemeier
and assume duties
as chancellor Sept.

, Thomas
comes to UM·

~eorge

I

St. Louis from
UW-5tevens
Point

1.
BY BECKY ROSNER

News Editor
On Monday, July 28 Dr.·Thomas

F. George' was announced as the
new chancellor of UM- St. Louis.
George will assume his duties on
Sept. l.
Interim
Chancellor
Don
Driemeier has been serving as
chancellor since the announcement
of retirement by Blanche M.
Toubill on December 31, 2002.
President Elson Boyd was at UMSt Louis to introduce the new
chancellor.
George is joining the University
from the University of WisconsinStevens Point, where he also served
as chancellor. The search took
nearly seven months for the 19member camPus search committee
to end.
At the publio announcement of
the new chancellor, President Floyd
said that "there is no more exciting
time than the ehoice of a
chancellor." Search committee
members were present at the event,
including three members, of the
Board of Curators.
Joining George will be his wife,
Dr. Barbara Harbach. Harbach is an
associate professor of mathematics
and computing at the University of
Wisconsin- Stevens Point and
former professor of music at
Washington State University.
The first words of George as he
stepped to the UM- St. Louis
podium for the first time were, ''1
can't describe the exCitement that I
am feeling right now." It was just
last month when he met with the
search committee, "1illd a month
later, he was chosen.
His
reason
for
leaving
Wisconsin is the recruitment.
George has known President Floyd
for some time and both are excited
about the new opportunities.
High on the chancellor's agenda
is economic development A more
educated work force, and social and
cultural higher education are what
he means by this.
Some of the goals that the
chancellor talked about were
strengthening
educational
programs, reaching out to the
community in new ways and
work
force
increasing
development. He also stated that he
wants to further develop outreach
programs, find ways to get high up
on prominent lists and enhancing
financing.
One of the biggest subjects that
the incoming chancellor will face is
the budget crisis. He stated that he
thinks that funding is lower than it
should be and is concerned about
the way that the economy is right
now. George also faced budget
problems at the University of
Wisconsin.
see CHANCELLOR, page 3
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UMSL's new chancellor takes part in festivities
--. -

BY ..JASON GRANGER
-- " -&HtO-"~l:ii-'Cbie/

. --...--

UM-St. Louis officially welcomed
new Chancellor Thomas George this
weekend with
a series of
anniversary-themed events.
George comes to UM-St. Louis
from the University of WisconsinStevens Point. George said while
UW-Stevens Point serves a large
campus, the true comparison between
campuses would be between UM-St.
Louis and UW-Milwaukee.
"Stevens Point is a small town of
about 30,000 to 35,000 people,"
George said. ''We're both part of state
systems ... and we ' re both fighting
state budgets. I think one big
difference is right now, I'm
sweating."

George also pointed out that UWStevens Point is a division III athletic
program, whereas UM-St. Louis is
division II.
George has already begun
planning for the coming school year,
but he said he wants to foc~ on
. curriculum development.
"We've got a great infrastructure
here physically, with the fine arts
center and the MSC," George said. "I
think what we want to do now is put
as much focus on curriculum that fits
in with these facilities."
George also plans on engaging in
proactive fund raising from the
private sector. He said he wants to
counteract the state budget cuts
through private dollars, while at the
same time try to fight the state budget
cuts to the best of his abilities.

"I've been doing that (fighting
budget cuts) at the University of
Wisconsin for the last three or four
years," George said. "While I don't
like it, I am experienced at it"
Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs
Curt Coonrod aid he is excited about
the new chancellor and the energy he
brings.
'1 think he is going to be. very
proactive and be very involved with
the students," Coonrod said. H
i: think
he is going to be very good for the
campus ... he is going to build on the
momentum we already have
established."
George said he had the
opportunity to see the new Blanche
M. Touhill Performing Arts Center,
and was impressed with the new
facility.

"I'm looking forward to next
month and the weeklong set of
ceremonies that are associated with
it," George said.
When George was introduced to
the students at the welcome back
picnic, he praised the work of Interim
Chancellor Donald Driemeier, saying
Driemeier did a fantastic job and that
he "couldn't think of a better person
to follow coming into this position.'
George also said he will be
arriving on campus next week to
permanently take over the position
and begin working.
Adam Schwadron, senior and
Student
Government
former
Assembly· presidential candidate.
said he is excited that the decision has
been made and is anxious to see what
the new chancellor has in mind.

"I haven't had the chance to meet
him (Chancellor George) yet," '
Schwadron said. "But reading his
credentials and his past history, he
looks like he is going to be the perfect
fit here at UMSL. I'm also looking
forward to one of his jazz concerts,
hopefully in the Pilot House, here in
the next couple of months."
George came to UM-St. Louis
specifically for lal t wt.'ekend's events
and he said everything he has seen of
the Uni versity has confIrmed his
p revious opinions.
"So far. it's (UM-St. Louis) has
been absolutely outstanding," George
said. "Having spent two and a half
days here, I have met a lot of
students. It is an outstanding
University that is poised to become
even better."

Runde named Student Government president
SGA const itut ion mandates promot ion
BY BECKY ROSNER
_~
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~
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News Editor
The
Student
Government
Association Executive Committee
voted to put vice-president elect Kristin
Runde in the president's seat. The seat
has been vacant since the allocations
from Adam Schwadron and Adam
Beumeler.
This year's SGA presidential
election has lasted a lot longer than
anticipated. The executive committee
finally decided that because of
Beumeler admitting to breaking some
of the election rules, and leaving the
president's seat vacant, the vicepresident should take office.
It is stated in the SGA constitution
that in the event that the office of
president is vacated, the su=ssion to
the office is . the vice-president of the
Association, the chairperson of the
assembly, then the vice-chairperson of
the assembly. The decision was made
final in the beginning of July. "We took
the appeal and we went through
everything that was in the appeals,"
Runde saieL 'The person next in line is
the vice-president, which moved me
up."
The decision was passed around to
several people on campus before it
returned to the executive committee.
There was never an official election

committee formed to hear the appeals
made by Schwadron and Beumeler. '1t
was actually the executive committee
who should have made the decision in
the first place," Runde said.
The person who was supposed to

--"--

It was actually the
executive committee
who should have
made the decision ....
- Kristy Runde, SGA
president

"--

move up into the vice-president's seat
was the chair; however, she graduated.
Next in line is the vice-chair and that
person declined the position, so the
vice-president spot is now open. "We
are going to have elections in
September for that position," Runde
said.
Making sure that there will be an
official election committee set in stone
is one of Runde's main priorities. She
hopes that a situation of this sort will
not come up again; however, she wants
the group to be prepared just in case. It
is the job of the vice-president to make
sure that the election committee is
formed accordingly.

- - - -- --_._ - -- see KRISTIN RUNDE, page 3

Kristin Runde will preside over the Student Government Association during the 2003·2004 year.
Runde was originally elected SGA Vice-President last spring.
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Stanford Griffith. >{f E Edilor!

Tues 19

Thur 21

"Sat 23

Mon25

Tues 26

Bible study

Welcome week

Colleges of Arts &
Sciences

Welcome week

Welcome week

StevI~ Ham!II

Rec SfXllts Day is from 11 am. to
1 p.m. in the MSe. Celebrate
Welcome Week with Recreation
Sports fun and games. Also look
for the free cotton candy and fXlPcorn during lunch.

Kate DNlet • Featu re!; Milar

A Christ Christian Center Bible
study begins at 7:30 p.m. at Embassy
Suites Hotel (Interstate 70 and
Lindbergh). 11237 Lone Eagc Drive
St Louis, MO 63044 (314) 739-

8929.

Wed20
Welcome week
Hump Day Hoopla is from 11 am.
to 1 p.m. in th MSe. Start the first
day off right by testing your jousting skills. Check us out in front of
the Millennium Student Center. All
students are welcome to try their
skills for free while listening to the
music of lO 1.1 The River.

A Psychic Fair & Handwriting
Analysis is from 11 am. to 2 p.m. in
The Nosh and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
the Quad. Entertain yourself with fortune tellers, tarot card readers, a handwriting analysis 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. only)
and even a caricature artist All for free . .

'Women in the Arts," is in the J.e.
Penney Conference Center from 9
am. to 11 :45 am. The event is free and
open to all audiences. For more information. contact Susan Fitzsimmons at

51 6-597.J..

Fri 22

Sun 24

Welcome week

Church service

An MTV party is from 8 p.m. to midnight at University Meadows Pool
and PavUion. Thea Gantt from
MTV's R al World Chicago and
Veronica Portillo from MTV's Road
Rules Semester at Sea will make guest
appearances. Free food, prizes giveaways, as well as a DJ and Karaoke
will be provided.

A climbing wall is at the MSC from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Test your skills 0 n the
climbing wall sfXlnsored by the Army,
while listening to a local radio station.

25
Chemistry &
Biochemistry colloquia
A chemistry and biochemistry collo-

A Sunday service beginning at 9 am.
is in the Provincial House Chapel on
South Campus. The service is held by
Chri t Christian Center.

Put it on the Board!
Place your event on The Board in
upcoming edition; restrictions
apply. C all 516-5174 for information.
OUI

quia begins at 4 p.m. in room 451 of
Benton Hall. Visiting professor WJlfred
T. Mabusela, from the University of
Western Cape, South Africa, presents a
seminar titled "Synthetic Studies
Towards A Diaminc Sugar-Containing
Disaccharide." The program begins at
4 p.m. and coffee is served at 3:45 pm.
The colloquia is free and open to all
audiences. For more information, contact Lavtrence Barton at 516-5334.

CJJPY Edllor

Eliott Reed • lfillstrator
Melissa McCraty . FeallllY!sA",,"Ociate I

Sarah: Weinman • Pwo/recuie:r
SlIiinHOf'I Hoppe • lVeb Edltar/Prod.

rtssociale

Rudy ScOggins • IlilISIraror

Wed 27

AIrri Gonwa • Music mtic

Welcome week
EXPO is from 11 am. to 1 p.m. and
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. outside the MSe.
Make sure to stop by the EXPO
where students can meet representatives from many of the student
organizations at UM-St Louis as
well as enjoy a free lunch. The UMSt. Louis administrators will be
serving snow cones to students
throughout the picnic as well.

Catherine .• Scie:llce columnist!

MarquisoHome,yer .ria/! luri!er

Mike Wei Li " OrsCrib. ll-fal1{Jger

StaH Write.TS
Samara Hamilton, Paul Crutcher,
Came.lewis
Staff Photograph ers

Kevin Ottley, lishu Qu
388 Millennium Studel1t Center

8001 Natlural B~idge Road
St . Louis, Missouri. 63121
New scroom .• (314) 516-51 7.
(314) 5J65Jl6

s

The

• Sfxr.rts Editor

Advertising.

Business. (31-i) 516-5r.i

Fax . (3UJ 516-6811
,c ampus

The followillg criminal incidents were reported
to the Unil'ersify of Missouri · Sr. Louis Police
Departmenr during rhe summer between June
14 wui Augusr 14. if readers !tave itlfomll1lion
rMf l'OU!d as.tisl the police investigation. Iheyare
urged /O c(l1/ 516-5155. Campus policeasapub·
lic service 10 promote (lw(lreness provides Ihis
infotml.llioll. Remembu·crime pl"/!\'ention is a
coo,fTllOJity t1fort.

June 16 • Slealing under $500
There was a delayed report of $33 cash being
stolen from 469 Marillac Hall.

A window was broken at 7700 South Florissant

J une 22 - Burglary
The mechanical doors to room 110 Benton HaU

were found broken into. however noihing was
taken.
June 23 - 8urglarylstealing under $500
In tlx: phase two parking garage on East Drive. a
concrete density tool was stolen from a con·
structiOlJ lrniJer.

June 1:1 . Property damage

Juoe 19 - Property damage

A window was broken at 7700 South Florissant
Rd.

III

let and conlenlS were stolen from an insecme
office.
July 9 · Siesling under $SOO
In parlting lot N. license plait' tabs were stolen
from vehicle.
July 10 . Stealing ooder $500
In 210 computer CenIer Bui1ding. a fa't machine
was stolen from an insecure office

August 2 • Stealing Wlder $500
In the Diversity Meadow paddng lot, license
plate tabs were stolen from vehicle.
Augmt 5 . Disturbance
At 8233 F Mansion Hilli AJlIIr1lDeIIts, a :011frootntiOlJ took place between 11 boyfuend and

July 17 • Harassment

A report of harassing relephone calls was made
at 820" Q NOIJTl:Jl1(\y Trnce Court.

August 5 - Attempt stolen v-ehiclelproperty

damage
In parking lot V. in an attempt to steal a vehicle.

July 28 ' St~ under $SOO
In the Nosh at the Millennium Su..>d<>.Jll CenteT,
rooney was stolen from an insecure pur.;<:.

7700 South Florissant

June 30 - Stealing under $SOO

June 20 - Property damage

August 1 - Stealing under $500
In 208 Marillac Hall, money "'1IS srolen from a
purse that was left inSecUre ill an ofrice.

girlfriend.

June 24 - SeuuU mi<;cooduct 1st degree
In the Soc:iaJ Scieoce Building. a subject grabbed
a female in tlx: buttocks.

June 16 - Criminal non support
A repoIt of Criminal Non support fa tlx: past
year WiIS made at 4426 A NOIl11!IlKIy Trace a.

A window "''35 brokeD
Rd.

July 1 . St~g under $500
In a South Campos Classroom Building. a wal·

In the Univ€nity Meadows pruking lot, license
plate tabs were stolen from a vchic! .

the steering colwnn of the vehicle
aged.

WlIS

dam-

July 31- Stealing O\'eC $500
In parlting lot Z. a stereo and speakers were

August 8 - Stolen vebicle
At Evarts and F10riss8111 Rd.. a vehi e was
stolen. The victim had Jeft the keys inside the

Illken from a vehicle .

vehicle.

A ugust 8 - Property damage
In Marillac Hall, a water pipe valve. that led to
the fountain. was broken.

August 12 - SexuaJ misconduct
A dcl.ayed report of a minor having consensual
sex with au older subject.
August 14 - Stealing unde.r $SOO
In the University Me3dows parking let, Jicense
plate tabs were stolen from a vehicle.

The UM-SL Louis Police Department wooId
like to remind everyone to lock your valnables
(purses. wallets, and even textbooks) some·
where secw:e. If y ou choose to carry items with
you during the coorse of the day. llil1'ill'I
leave them un:lltended tor any Ien"oth of time.
Most of our thefts 0CClIT when the victim leaves
their per.;onal property in an insecure office· (J('
common area of the cruup!lS. TIlis includes dooll
rooms, classrooms. lunch areas. lih...ries and

computer labs. Be safe and think smarr.
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Got questions?

388 Millennium Student Center

Apply today to be a
staff writer.
Come by 388 MSC or
call 516-6810 for details.

Need to
advertise an
event?
The Current is a
great way for
campus groups and
organizations to
inform the UM-St.
Louis community.
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Attention UMSL· Students!

Jlhe Traffic Sto
The One Stop For All Your Traffi,c Ne eds!

Tickets - D UI - I?WI - Suspensions
Jus t drop it of! on your way to or from school!

David M. Hocking,

At~orney

At Law

8509 Natural Bridge (Just East of North ~ aB l e y)

(314) 428-NOGO (314) 423-4LAW
(314) 423-4515 Fax

Just Look For The Big Red Stop Sign! . .

~:'Ask About Our Student Special with Valid I.D.

IVISA .
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Patricia Wente,
director and
general manager of KWMU,
has led the
station to its
highest spring
Aribitron ratings ever.
Wente attributes the
increased Ii~
tenership to
the radio station's programming and the
marketplace's
demand for
new s.

U reaches highest spring ratings in its history
BY BEC KY ROSNE~

Ni(vs Editor
It was recently announced that
90.7 KWMU has hit their highest
spring ratings ever. The station specializes in both national and local indepth news talk.
KWMU's weekly listening audience was up 4 percent from Spring
2002, for Metro Persons 12+.
Mouday- Sunday 6 a.m.- midnight,
reaching 170 500 as said by
Aribitron's Spring 2003 survey.
A 35 percent increase I'l~ attributed to the station's metro hare. The
munber of people listeuiug during any
IS-minute period i- up 2 1 percent.
reac1ung 10,700. Up 19 percent was
the TIme Spent Listening at 7.9 hours.
'''This is the second highest Aribitron
book that we have ever had,' , Mike

CHANCELLOR,

-----

Schrand, program director, said..
Patricia Wente, Director and
General Manager. said that the outstanding listenership is attributed to
two specific reasons: outstanding programnting, both nationally and locallY' and the marketplace. 'The marketplace desires news." Wente said. 'The
marketplace has alienated news
junkies and people that really want to
know what's going on today."
The station is known for their indepth news coverage locally, nationally and even internationally. One
program on dIe air Saturday mornings
at 9 a.ill. entitled Car Talk is rated 3rd
in the market. Each hourly program
tab..-es on a pecific subject and takes
calls from all around the country.
The high ratings mean that they
are becoming well renowned . "It
means that we are providing a COID-

from page
- --1- - - - - --_. _

'The customer is the state," George
saieL "We're here to serve the entire
state."
One of George's loves is meeting
with students and people in the comCommenting
on
the
munity.
Millennium Student Center he said
that it is one of the nicest that he has
seen yet
Professor of chemistry and physics
and an active researcher. George
maintains active partnerships \ ith scientists around the worleL He has written 600 articles, co-authored 2 textbooks and co-edited 14 books . In
return for his scientific achievements,
George has earned many prestigious

.._ --_._

munity service that people really
value," Wente said. ''The more people
that listen, the more companies are
going to want to sponsor our station
on the airwaves."
Fifty percent of the station's budget comes from members of the station, so more listeners equate to more
members of the station. They also
have three on-air fund drives a year
that try to raise money to support station costs. The Uluversity provides 10
percent of the budget, so they raise
about $9 for every $1 that the
Uluversity provides.
The station has been around since
1972 and the person who helped to
write the original construction of the
station was Interim Chancellor Don
Driemeier. There are now 30 full-time
employees "at KWMU and 11 parttime. They also have 4-6 interns a

--

awards.
George bas been on several editorial boards for many scientific journals
as well as performing as an editor on
one. He has been on many civic
boards in Wi onsin including president of the Samoset Council of the
Boy Scouts of America and vice-presidept of the Stevens Point YMCAAls~ a musician. George i an
accomplished jazz pianist. He has performed both solo and with many
ensembles especially at university and
community events. Along with a trumpeter, George has recorded a compact
di k with the Hester Park labeL
With a double major in chemistry

_-----------

semester, coming from UM- St. Louis
as well as many other universities.
On July I, 1996 the station went
all news. They forined focus groups·
and performed research to figure out
that the market really wanted news .
The station was then programmed to
be solely news.
At the top of every hour the station
mentions the fact that they are
licensed with the University. 'The
University really feels like this is an
important educational outreach arm
for the institution," Wente said. ''It
compliments its current programming.
People are able to get their local
and national news from the station on
their way to work. when they might
not have time to read the paper or
watch the news. Listeners are often of
high authority and thoroughly educatH

K RISTIN RUNDE,

from p age 1

..

and mathematics, George received his
Runde was ready to take on tbe
task of president She said that she is
B.A. degree from Gettysburg College
in 1% 7. In 1968 he earned his M.s.
going to take on the position and do
degree and in 1970 earned a PhD
the best that she can to fulfill the seat
degree in theoretical chemistry from
"I'm comfortable right now with
Yale University. Postdoctoral appointeverything that is going 011,' Runde
saieL ''I'm glad that everything is
ments also followed at MIT and at the
University of California at Berkeley.
finally settled and we don' t have all
Globalization and diversity are
this chaos going on."
keys to George. He alS() would like to
She also hopes that people can foralign with K-12 and communicate
get about what happened with the
election and move on to bigger and
more \X/ith the community to obtain
the high utvl- St. Louis quality.
better things. There is much in store
George and his wife will be resid- i for the year. Looking fOf\vard to
ing in the chancellor's residence on !, working with the new chancellor,
campus sometime before Sept. 1, i Runde is excited about new opportuv.'hen he officially takes office.

Summer Commencement 2003

Another batc.h moves on

ed. "Our average listener is 35-65
years old, they have a college education of a master's degree or higher,
they make about $75,000 a year and
own their own home," Schrand ~aid.
'They are generally leaders, people
that are bosses or CEO's."
The news piece' on the station arc
usuall. 4-6 minutes long, as opposed
to other tations that only spend a few
sec onds on the subject~. KWMU is
also the only FM news talk station; all
others are located on the AM dial.
Many prestigious' awards have
come into the station. They have
earned three Edward R. Murrow
Regional Awards for excellence in
electronic jownalism and many people on staff have won high awards.
The Associated Press, Missouri
Broadca ter 's Assoc iation and the
Religion · ews Writer 's As 'ociation

are just a few associations that bave
presented awards to K\X/MU.
"It's been a really successful year
for the reporters," Bill Raack. ncws
director, said. 'These are on a variety
of the stories that they have done and
are usually the longer, in-depth
pieces."
On October 11, the station will
host a national broadcast at the
Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts
Center entitled Whad' Ya Know by
M ichael Felman. This will be
KWMU 's first live broadca<;t natiollally.
AS? million project is in the works
to construct' a new building t: r the station. It will be located at the beginning of North Campus and will put
KWMU at the front of the Urn ersity
for people to . ee as they d!ive onto the
campus.

------

nitie, .
Working with the students is
among Chancellor George's top priorities. Runde said that ~h e met with
him and is looking forward to working with him throughout the year.
One issue that Runde . aid was
very unique to the niversity was that
UM- St. Louis has actual teachers
teaching
e ntry-level
course .
However, j ust recently graduate student- began teaching the classes. She
hopes that the niversity can relllfn to
having teachers in the classrooms
because it is very exclusive from other
schools in the area.

-

Getting food service on South
campus is another issue of concern.
Working with the parking committee,
she also hopes to do something about
the problems that many students have
with parking. "I want to bridge that
gap that there is between the parking
and the students." Runde said. ''I
know that a lot of snldents are upset
about the parking and the fees."
She is looking forward to working
\vith everyone this year and seeing
SGA grow. Getting people to forget
about what happened with the eJection and moving on is the biggest concern for the year.

Help us clean up this mess!

BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH

YADDAYADDAYADDAYADDA
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH

YADDAYADDAYADDA YADDA
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH

YADDA YADDA YADDA YADDA
MIke Sherwin! The Current

UM System president Elson Floyd shakes hands with a graduate at the UM-St. Louis Summer
Commencement, as UM Curator Connie Silverstein looks on. The ceremony took place at the
Mark Twain Athletic Building, on Sunday, Aug. 10. President Floyd was the keynote speaker tor
the audience' of almost 300 graduates, family members and faculty.

We need a production 'm anager!
Call 516 - 6810 if you are interested!
~.
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Students come back
as classes commence
Are you one of those roommates ?
How would you know? As a public
service, we have compiled a short list
of offenses for those of you co-habitating. After all, as much as we enjoy
the occasional guffaw behind your
back, it's just not so funny if you end
up as one of our roommates.

terfuge. You never fail to tell parents
about drunken escapades, your
roomie 's dates about particularly
unflattering personal habits, or professors the unvarnished truth about
late papers and any mysterious illnesses that pop up around test times.
The Terminal Tag-Along: If your
roommate never mention.<; his plans
If you recognize yourself under anymore, claims to be going to the
any of the following headings, initiate library every time he leaves, or has
roommate appeasement measures ever climbed out the bathroom winimmediately (our personal faves dow rather than using the front door
involve pricey gifts and groveling, but - you probably fall under this category.
feel free to improvise):
The Claim Jumper: As the first,
The King/Queen of Small
and therefore smartest, to get to your HOITOTS: Okay, so none of the folnew dorm room, you took the best of lowing will elicit excessive sympathy
everything-bed, desk, etc. Your from your new roommate's friendsdelayed roomie arrived to find all of until taken in combination. Just keep
the electrical outlets taken, two square in mind that, when grouped, these are
feet of open floor left, and a bare 'box the small things that eat at your roomspring,
mate's soul and nearly assure that
The Bathing Beastie: Guerilla your toothbrush will be used to cregrooming tactics are never appreciat- ative ends while you are elsewhere.
ed. Not only do you leave globs of These include: snooze-slamming for
various colors, textures and tackiness an hour or more; excessive momall over the bathroom, mirrors and inglevening perkiness in the face of
floors--but you have appropriated all someone with the opposite tendency;
available surface areas for your leaving large, ankle-wrenching pud"products," loofahs, and various dles around tubs, sinks, and of utmost
implements of hair abuse, (Use of the nastiness -toilets; and creating
word "product" in place of the usual trash/laundry/various-repugnant-item
"soap" and/or "hairspray" in your stalagmites in high traffic areas,
vocabulmy is a sure sign of afflic- etc.Again, if you recognize yourself
tion.)
in any of the above. take action imIneThe Traitor: A unified front is one diately. For yoU[ mvn sake, rememof the few perks of having room- ber it's US against those, and those
mates. However, ,.~~~~~~~~~~_ _ _~tend to have
you just don' t ~
toothbrushunderstand
that

The issue

It is time to start
classes once again.
Homework, tests,

are all on the agenda. So is a higher
stress level.
We suggest

'.1

Enjoy your times in
college. Once you
graduate, it is all
downhill. So sit
back and enjoy it.
It could be a lot
worse. Just look at
your parents.
Tell us what you think! Drop us
a line at the office, 388 MSC,
or online at our Web site
www.thecurrentonline.com.

.

LETTER TO THE ~DI.TOR

,JASON GRANGER
NICHOLE LECLAIR
STANFORD GRIFFITH
KATE DROLET
BECKY ROSNER

"Our Opinion" reflects
the majority opinion
of the Editorial Board.

LETTERS

Counseling Services welcomes new students
Dear Editor.
Counseling Services would like to
welcome all UM-St Louis SOldents to
the start of a new academic year, and to
introduce the services we proyjde,
Listed are just a few examples of the
ways we can be of service to sOldents:
Academic Counseling - We offer a
computerized inventory of study skills,
self-help materials, individual counseling, and workshops to help students
manage test anxiety, study smarter, and
improve their performance.
Career Counseling- Did you know
that nearly 80% of college sOldents
change their major at least once? At
Coun<;eling Services, we have several
computerized inventories and a Career
Resource Library to help students learn

more about their career interests, This
can make the process of choosing a
major and exploring career options
much easier.
Individual and Couples CournelingOur professional staff is trained and
experienced in working with the kinds
of difficulties commonly faced by college students, such as feeling depressed
or anxious, grieving a loss or break up
of a relationship, enhancing selfesteem, or trying to change a behayjor,
Individual counseling can also benefit
those who are dealing with everyday
problems in living, who would like help
thinking through options and making
decisions.
Consultation - Have you ever
noticed a friend ' in distress, and wondered, 'What can I do to help?" Our

MAIL

staff is available to consult with those
who want to learn more about belping a
friend.
Crisis Intervention- In the case of a
psychological emergency, or other crisis situations, our counselors can usually schedule same-day appointments to
proyjde prompt assi'itance.
To schedule an appointment, or to
find out more about our services, call,
stop by, or check us out on the web at
http://www,urnsl.eduiservices/counser.
Initial appointments are always free of
charge, with a nominal fee for any additional sessions. We're located at 126
MSC, just to the left of the Nosh. We
wish all students the best for the 20032004 school year!

Counseling Services

. The Current
388 Millennium Student Center
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St.IDuis, MO 63121

FAX
(314) 516-6811
E-MAIL

info@thecurrentonline,com
letters to the editor should be
brief, and those not exceeding
200 words will be given preference. We edit letters for clarity
and length, not for dialect, correctness, intent or grammar. All
letters must be signed and must
include a daytime phone number. Students must include their

How do you feel about the
topics we've written about?
You can make your voice

heard in a vari~ty of ways!

It is kind of funny, really, working
Another point this writer made was
in the media You come to understand it does not really matter that colleges
people and their nuances much better and universities were cut in the fiscal
than you 'd expect.
crisis, after all, the money could be -1}
One of the quirky nuances of the made up via tuition and fee hikes. Try
readership I have come to understand telling that to the thousands of students
is , no matter what, everyone else , in Missouri who are now desperately
knows more about a given topic than searching for ways to afford a college
you do. 'This is especially true of opin- education after Holden has had his say.
ion pieces. It does
Now, I know some
of you out there are ~l
not matter what
you say, your opinthinking this sounds
ion is wrong, and
like a petty diatribe
someone knows
against someone who
more than you do.
complained about the
Case in point:
paper, Not so. No, I am
My last column
just taking the time to
spoke on GoY. Bob
point out that there is fl
Holden . and the
no way to please everybudget cuts to highone all the time, In fact, l
er edducthation. Now,
you can't please half l
r sai at the govthe people 25 percent ~
emor's slash-and,JASON GRANGER
of the time, so there is
burn tactics to highEel" .... , Ch ' ,r
no point in trying to do
ltor-m- Ie)
so. 'This is a lesson that
er education were
unfair in relation to the cuts the rest of can be applied throughout life. You
the state faced, in particular, primary cannot please your parents, teachers,
and secomlary education.
friends, significant other, etc., all the
According to a letter submitted to time, so don't even try to do so.
The Current's website, I had absoluteI wrote that editorial because it was
ly no idea what I was talking about something I believed. I wrote it to
According to this person, whose name make a point I felt was valid. It is
will be held out of respect, my column something I'll stand behind, no matter \
was "an irresponsible piece of journal- what people say.
ism" The writer also went on to ask
I was, in fact, thrilled to get that letme whether or not I had spoken to ter from unnamed: it meant someone
Holden as to why he made the cuts he was reading my column, which is kind
made. As a point of fact, I have. Last of the point So to those of you who
time he was on campus, I found out think I am' stupid or insane, or both,
that the bulk of the cuts were his idea please let me know. At least that way,
and not the result of an "Oyerzealous" I'll know that you are reading the
republican state congress.
newspaper.

rn

papers and projects

So what do you think?

EDITORIAL
BOARD

Do not attempt to
please everyone

• Welcome to UM-st. Louis
• Pleasing everyone all the time
• The problem with perfection
• Submit a Letter to the Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Online Forums at
TheCurrentOnline.com

student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must include
their title(s) and department(s).

The problem
with perfect
Once. faced with a fresh semester, shoes. Lectures and readings just
I would have said -with straight face aren't sticking and you have an overand utter conviction-this time I'm whelming desire to throttle any classgoing to do everything right. I will mate who e auses your professor to
take precise and detailed notes, read run overtime.
my assignments in advance, never
This mid-semester meltdown is
miss class, bunt down those supple- common and calls for aimless wanmental readings, and study for at dering and deep breathing beyond
least 3.2 hours a night. It will be a school walls. A minute-to-minute
perfect semester.
schedule will never accommodate
Now I know better,
something so trivial.
because there is a
About then. it is neeessm·y to remind
problem with perfect.
Perfect does not
yourself that this is a
allow for the essential
learning experience,
not a survival exercoffee stain, the occacise.
sional meltdown, or
most
importantly,
I've found that
mucb creativity.
compartmentalizing
I can personally
my life so rigidly saps
attest to the effecti veall of my creativity.
The lack of variety
ness of defiled notes.
The crustier the better,
and
spontaneity
NICHOLE , LECLAIR
really. You cannot
makes even the classunderestimate
the
es I enjoy a chore. It's
Managing Editor
highlighting effects of
the daily surprises
a good coffee mug stain or pizza and hiccups in my plans that generate
smudge. Happy marching lines of new ideas and opportunities.
symmetrical text may make a nice
I still believe in studying hard and
reference three years from now, but completing assignments, but I try to
they are near worthless in those leave room for the unexpected. "All
essential moments. (Such as an hour or nothing" just isn't an effective
or so into your final exam, after two way to view an education, In fact,
days of cramming and six liters of "all and nothing" may be a more
Mountain Dew.) What comes to accurate view of a student's life.
mind more readily-the pretty outThere is a particular flow and
line you transcribed in the computer energy that accompanies a. small
lab, or the diagram half-obliterated amount of chaos. I've come to
by mozzarella? I've learned to type embrace the idea that it takes more
less, sleep: more, and to view my courage, but a lot less time, to lead an
notes as' a means to understanding essentially unpredictable life. You
content, rather than preserving it for need not do everything perfectly to
posterity.
bave a successful semester. Maybe if
The idea that you will keep to the I can just remember that, this time I
perfect schedule, those spaces will do everything right.
you've filled in your planner for
stu.d y time, classes, meetings and
Feel free to e-mail The Current on
various other activities is noble. No, any of the topics we have written
really. It's just that you're forgetting about at current@jinx.umsl. edu, We
that inevitable string of days when love to get feedback, comments and
you can b;rrely think past tying your concerns from readers.

SherWin
bY Hllk8 pby Director
ra

pbotog

Danielle Binion
Biology
Music

----,,--I once told my professor that my
grandmother was sick. I felt pretty
bad about that one.

----,,---

Lance Trudell
Junior
Economics

---" - - - ' -.
I told a teacher that I had been
in an accident, and that my car
had hit a tree and rolled over •
when that actually happened a
few months before.

"

Michael Smith
Financial Aid Office

----,,--My most memorable excuse
was true_ I once busted my
tooth before a class while trying ,to open the hood of my car.

----,,---

'J unior
MUSic

----,,---

I have only skipped class once
in college, but it isn't teachers
I have to make excuses to - it's
my family. They always call me .
to check and see I've gone to
class.

----,,---

\
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August weather trades places
St Louisans did not need to leave
town to go on vacation this year: resort
weather came here. But while we were
enjoying balmy temperatures in the
mid to low 80s, St. Louis weather took
its own vacation ... to Europe.
Actually you can't say that our
weather directly went to Europe, and
you can't even directly say that it is
caused by global warming, although it
seems a likely suspect. But we are
going to talk about anotiu;r aspect of
this weather emergency. In St Louis,
we are used to coping with temps into
the 90s every summer; and while it is
unpleasant, relatively few people actually perish from the St Louis heat. In

BY CATHERINE MARQUIS·
HOMEYER

Science ColUmniSt

'"

I

Europe, particularly France, this has
been a different story. News stories on
August 14 set estimates on heat-related deaths as high as 3000 in France.
Three thousand. Here, even 30 deaths
would have been surprising. Why so
many more?
There are a couple of factors at
work. Part of it has to do with a fact I
discovered on a recent trip overseas:
Europe is a more open-air place.
While Americans live in climate-controlled environments year roun~
where it is always 70 degrees inside
whether it is January or June, things
are different across the Big Pond.
Europeans let the temperatures inside
vary like the temps outside. If you are
a bit waIm, open the window. In cool
weather, they close the windows and
bundle up a bit. This natural approach
looks hardy and adaptable to
American v:isitors, unused to a need to
dress for the weather, but the recent
heat wave revealed the fatal flaw in the
European approach. There is viruJally
no air conditioning an)'\~e.re.
Londoners think it is miserably bot
if it hits 80 degrees, a temperature considered mildly warm in the AC-filled
St. Louis. Opening the windows and
wearing lighter, br less, clothing to
cope with a heat wave only gets you so
far, due to simple human physiology.
Part of this picture is acclimatization.
If you have lived for a long time with
hot or cold weather, your body adapts
to deal with it more efficiently.
Populations of people even adapt to
temperatures over time, so those who
live in the tropics are less devastated
bv heat and those who live in the
Arctic cope with cold much better. If a
Canadian who thinks 50 degrees is
fine weather for swimming and shorts
has ever visited you, you've seen this
effect.
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The best alb m
you've never heard

However, warmer temperatures ulatory control centers in the hypothalpose' a tougher problem than chilly amus, the part of the brain that reguclimes do for warm-blooded creatures lates temperature, stops functioning
like us striving to adapt. Your body properly. Heat regulatory mechanisms
work~ with an assumption that the
like sweating cease and body temperaexterior environment is cooler than ture rises rapidly. Rates of metabolism
your internal temperature of about 100 rise with the body temp, since higher
degrees Fahrenheit. Simply put, your temps increase the rates of reaction,
body has more ways to deal with cold generating more heat. Even with interthan heat. Cold weather makes you vention, this positive feedback loop
Recently, I went to a college edi- album and not have it look contrived 'Wonderwall," has ever been.
shiver, and you can keep adding layers makes the damage hard to reverse.
tor's management seminar in Athens, or pre-packaged. On "Be Here Now,"
If I had to say there was one track
of clothes and even build a fire or add Thermoregulatory failure can lead to
Ga At this seminar, I met an editor they really let that show through. that everyone needs to hear from this
another external heat source. Ramping irreversible damage. Your goose is
named Ethan who said, "Oasis' 'Be Rollicking tunes like "D'ya know album, I would defmitely say it has to
up your metabolism by exercise or cooked indeed.
Here Now' is Zen in CD form."
what I Mean?," "Magic Pie," the title be "All Around the World." In my own
other means causes the body to generAfter you have done all you can to
While I will not go so far as to say track,
personal (and, granted, biased) opinate more heat You give off the excess lower your internal temperature, it is
that, I will say "Be Here Now" is one
ion, this is the best song of the 1990s
heat to your environment. But as the the external one that has to come
of the two or three best albums of
(son)', Nirvana and Pearl Jam).
temperature approaches that 100- down. You can do this several ways:
the last fifteen or twenty years.
Noel Gallagher wrote a fantasdegree mark outside, the heat that nor- Plunge yourself into water that is coolI know it may seem weird
tic song when he sat down
mal metabolism creates and the excess er than the air, such as a spring-fed
to see a high-profile act
with his pen and guitar
heat your body is designed to radiate stream or shady indoor pool or the
in this column like
to create this one, and
to the surrounding air becomes a prob- cool ocean, or find a cool, cave-like
Oasis, but "Be Here
Liam Gallagher,
lem.
experience, like an air-conditioned
Now" has been
who is probably
Reducing activity and shedding room. The more natural solutions here
somewhat lost
the best vocalinsulating clothes only does so much. might not be practical at alJ locations,
in the shuffle
ist of his genYour body sweats in hopes that a even if staying in a cool stream up to
behjnd Oasis'
eration, sings
breeze will evaporate the water aod . your neck all day might sound refreshfust
two
it
with
then drop skin temperature. All .St. ing. Usually, AC is the practical urban
albums,
authority.
Louisans know that humidity inhibits answer.
"Definitely
To
give
this effect since, as the air approaches
But with its usual milder weather,
Maybe"
you
an
moisture saturation, it can't accept there is very little air-conditioning in
and
idea, just
more water. The blood vessels near the London or Paris. What little exists is
"(What's
a
little
surface of your skin dilate to release there for specialized purposes (comthe Story)
taste, of
more heat but if the air temperature puters, health care) and a little for
Morning
how great
around you is very high, little heat American tourists. No air-conditioned
Glory?"
this song
moves away into the surrounding air. theaters. No air-conditioned pubs. Not
(Also great
is, here is a
When the external temperature even AC in many cars. The temperaalbums.)
sampling'
exceeds your internal temperature, ture crisis is worse in France than
However, I
from one of
physics dictates that the heat transfer Britain, not because Britain has more
think
"Be
the verses:
will go to you. Suddenly, you have a air-conditioning, but mostly because Here Now" is
'1t's a bit early
situation where the external temperaby far the best
in the midnight
.tuie is higher than your internal temalbum Oasis has
hour for me / To
perature.
released to date.
go through all the
What happens if you don't take
At this point, you
things that I want to be
You can start to see the
steps to deal with the heat? When promight be asking yourself,
/ I don't believe in everyteins, tllOse substances that make up
effects of heat exhaus''What makes this such a
thing I see / You know I'm
many structures in your body and
blind
so why do you disagree?"
tion, a state of collapse
great album?" Well, I'll tell you:
~~~~~~~~!emediate metabolism, get too hot, they
This
is
one
of
those
rare
albums
that
That
is
just
the first few lines of the
caused by an overtaxing
denature. This means they change
you can
song.
It
of your body's heat-copshape and become irreversibly damlisten to Oasis' thrid album is by far their best. It was released in 1997 on Epic
only gets
aged and nonfunctional. That is, they
all
the Records, Oasis' American distributor.
ing mechanisms.
better
cook just like a meatloaf in the oven.
way
fro m
Protein function is dependant on how
through without skipping a song. That and ''It's Getting Better Man I I" show there.
the polypeptides, the long chains of
is a rare occurrence, in these days of Oasis can rock with the best of them.
Like any great anthem ("Hey
amino acids that make up proteins, are
pre-packaged pop-rock and bubble (Noel Gallagher has said there are Jude," "You Can't Always Get What
folded up. When they denature, they France is a bit further south. France
gum, teeny-bopper garbage (Justin more than 80 guitars layered on ''It's You Want" "Bridge Over Troubled
lose their functional shape and cooling has crossed well over that lCXklegree
Getting Better Man! I" You better turn Water," "Free Bird," et al) , "All
Timberlake. I'm talking to you).
usually does not restore the shape. mark while the southern part of
Indeed, Oasis' primary songwriter your stereo down on this one or you'll ArOlmd the World" ends with a wholYour body has internal heat regulation Britain, where you find London, is
and lead gu:itarist Noel Gallagher blowout your front door.) But they can ly new and different approach. Inde~
mechanisms that work to prevent this. hovering just below the mark.. Spain
allows all of his considerable talents counter that loud, raucous sound with it is just as explosive and magical as
However, as the environmental tem- and Italy have dealt with hot weather
out into the open on "Be Here Now," sentimentality in "Stand By Me" (not any of the above . This track is just flat
perature goe.s up you reach the upper historically and are a bit more adapted , more' so !han on an album Oasis the Ben E. King classic) and "Don't go out amazing.
to the heat. It is in mid and northern
limits of this capacity,
recorded previously or since.
Away." In fact, "Don' t go Away" is
It's funny, but looking back on it,
You can start to see the effects of France where the big",oest effect is
Oasis has the ability to combine about ten tim better than their m t Ethan may have been right. "Be Here
heat exhaLL~tion, a state of collapse being seen.
loud rockers with tender ballads on an popular and well-kumvn track, Now" might just be Zen in CD form.
caused by an overtaxing of your
Like it or not, the growing body of
body's heat-coping mechanisms. The evidence shows global warming is
dilation of blood vessels near the happening. A rise in overall global
skin's surface, in an effort to release temperature means climatic change
more heat to the air, plus the loss of and instability rather than everywhere
fluids due to sweating, which reduces gettting warm at once. Pinning this
the volume of the plasma component weather-related crisis on global temof the blood, creates a drop in blood perature rise is a bit Jess certain
pressure. The drop in blood pre.ssure because tracking specific changes and
leads to insufficient blood to the brain tying weather shifts to direct global
and fainting . If the body is not cooled causes is a bit trickier. We don't underdown, this can progress to heat stroke, stand every thing about weather yet.
the complete breakdown of the body's Nonetheless, this event 'might be the
thermoregulatory mechanism. In the wake-up call that makes people in
elderly, this thermoregulatory system other developed nations start to think
is slower and less responsive, so they about air-conditioning the way they
can progress to heat stroke more think about home heating; that is, as an
quickly. In heat stroke, the thermoreg- . essential buffer against unforgiving i

This \Vcck: Oasis' 'Be Here No\V'

--"--
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PAC shows off for local media
BY BECKY R OSNER

News Editor
On Tuesday, August 12 members
of the media were provided with an
ample opportunity to see the brand
new Blanche M. Touhill Performing
Arts Center. It was also an excellent
opportunity for the University to
show off its world-class building.
The day began at 10 a.m. with
many members of the press and several contributors to the building.

--" -We are really excited
to have a performance just for the
students. They are
helping to fund the
program here.
- John Kennedy, director of
Blanche M . Touhill PAC

-- "
Former chancellor Blanche M.
Touhill was present, as well as
Interim Chancellor Don Driemeier.
Director John Kennedy led a tour
through the building, allowing the
press to see inside all of the stages
and backstages. The E. Desmond and
Mary Ann Lee Theater was the fIrst
major stop. This theatre has seating
for 300, including a bal.c ony and a
deep seating pit.

The theatre is also very flexible in .
that the seating can be retracted and
the fl at floor can be used for receptions, banquets or rehearsals. The
floor is entirely maple and is sprung
for dancers. This hall can be used for
plays, musicians and dancers. The
Lee Theatre also has performance
lighting and sound for the optimum
performance hall. It is already almost
entirely booked for the year.
Traveling throughout the PAC the
media viewed all of the beautiful and
unique architecture that is spread
throughom the building. High ceilings and sound-resistant walls make
the building exceptional. Visitors
will never hear a plane fly over, no
matter where they are in the facility.
"Wben people come in fOT the
fIrst time and are always surprised
and I hear what they have to say, it
gives me more encouragement about
all of the chores that we still have to
get the building open," Kennedy
said. "It's really nice to talk to people
who are seeing it for the first time."
The
Anheuser-Busch The Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts Center Media Day began at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, August 12.
Pelformance Hall is the largest theJohn Dale Kennedy, director of the new center, lead a tour through the building. Local media in
atre in the building. It has seating for
attendance included KSDK television and WKMU radio.
.
1,625 and is a modem version of a
classic opera house. Panels of impor- nity. Driemeier elaborated on what pleased.
onsale starting on August 25 and stutant people to the PAC were on the Touhill said, as did the rest of the
The performer that was scheduled dents may purchase two tickets per
stage to answer questions from the panel.
to start out the year was Gregory student ill.
press as well as putting in their per"We are really excited to have a
The Arianna String Quartet per- Hines. Recently, Hines passed away,
sonal opinion of why the center is formed a couple of numbers in the so in his place will be his protege, special performance just for the stuimportant to them.
large performance hall. This was a Savion Glover. Glover will pay trib- dents," Kennedy said. "The y are
Touhill started out the panel and demonstration of just how versatile ute to Hines as the headliner and helping to fund the programs here."
let the audience know how her vision the theatre really is.
Students will receive a 10 percent
. comedian George Wallace will perbecame a reality. She stated that the
The press learned about many of form as scheduled. The kick-off discount on all performances in the
two main reasons for producing the the acts that will be coming to the event will be on September 27.
PAC. Most tickets will go on sale
building were to serve the campus center. After questioning the panel,
An exclusive performance will be starting August 18.
community and the general commu- people were free to visit as they open to students only. Tickets will be

Free email: options for students abound
Yahoo. unless you put a few digits in frequently share photos or large docu- your interests or occupation. Mail.com
there afterwards. Hotmail and Yahoo ments. Hotmail wastes no time in also boasts 10MB of account space,
taff Writer
have been the staples of free email telling you if you're close to your limit; one of the largest amounts available.
ince AI Gore allegedly invented the and should you go over your limit, it The pitfalls of Mail.com include a
One of the most common betweenand coming up with an unused freezes your account until you've delet- clunky, ad-riddled screen, along with
Internet
class activities for studen is to head to
can
more pop-ups
a campus computer lab to check email; name
than a bag of
the Millennium Student Center has a often lead to
'
tr
e
nu
o
u
Orville
room exclusively for that purpo · ,
mental
exerRedenbacher's
adjacent to the games room and dining
Kettle Com. If
cises in j abarea.
berwocky.
you don't mind
Some student are aware of and
the advertistmail
H
o
actually use the free pccount given to
ing hombardthem by the University; it' useful for and Yahoo
and
campus-related bulletins that don't remain
worthw
hile
make it into The Current At semester's
if
end, the MyGateway system is the only choice
way to check your fmal grades, outside you use their
of camping on your profes ors' lawns re _p ec ti v e
instant mesor using the telephone-based TRAlN.
senger
proBut free email accollnt~ are handy
as
whether you use Mygateway. or if you granlS,
a rumor prior
intealready have an address from your they
grate
your
to this pubInternet Service Provider. They can
account
into
lishing
that
help you to avoid junk mail, aka
Mail.com
"spam.," in your main account if you the llv1 serbecame
a
use them for sign ups for other Internet vice.
As
these
fee-based
services, such as eBay or chat rooms.
service on
While many students have already accounts are
most
Aug. 15.
noted the benefits of having a sepamte the
Wbat
email account, !he world of free, web- widely used,
however
,
might
turn
based email has grown and changed
'--'
are
also
they
out
to
be
the
over the years. There are literally thou- .
---.J
the
most
hands-down
sands of different services, all with difoW Blustratton by " - Granger • EllIott RHC111be Omwnt
prone to spam.
choice of a
ferent options, benefits and caveats.
new Net generation are the
d
Of course they're free, so there 's no UnJess you set the filters to reject e
commitment on your part should you evetyone not on your contact list, you enough messages. Mi.crosoft may have services provided by OutBlaze and
tire of an account you created, but here can someday anticipate the tedious task the computer ~arket edge, but in the Instant Portal. These upstarts have been
. are some things you should know and ofbaving to delete ten or more unwant- world of free email it's lagging behind. managing email systems for numerous
Mail.com offers numerous address- clients since 1999 but have kept out of
look for if you're in the market fora ed messages daily, if you don't already.
es
from
cheerful.com to umpire.com. the email limelight.
The
four
megabytes
of
storage
new, free email account
The
additional
host addresses increase
space
offered
by
Yahoo
is
adequate,
but
While OutBlaze and its co-branded
If you like the professional look of
the
chance
that
you
partner
can
get
the
name
Instant Portal don't directly
the
two
offered
by
Hotmail
is
miserly
an email address that carries your real
name, lots of luck with Hotmail ·or by today 's standards, especially if you you want and can also help to match offer free email, they run hundreds of
BY ELLIOTT REED

TOR
KAT E DROLET

Features Editor
phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811

MyGateway
is outlet for
information

such services and do so capably. Enter
"OutBlaze" into a Google search, and
you'll see what I mean. Each service is
different as it caters to a different audience, but in most ways they ' re more
alike than different
These accounts typically give you
5MB of storage and yom choi<..~ of lan-

guage.
The interfaces sport a clean, tabbed
menu allowing for easy access to different options such as addresses and
preferences. There may be a banner ad
at the top of the screen, but it's usually
unobtrusive, and I have yet to see one
of those annoying. neon or animated
security warning or ''winner"' ads. For a
better idea, you may want to look at
t6.com, lmailblvd.com or (and I'm not
making this up) whipjangle.i-p.com.
The only real quirk with OutBlaze
is that you may notice some irregular
line breaks when receiving email from
friends or family who use different services; and they'll notice the line breaks
when receiving your messages, an
issue relating to OutBlaze's standard
character count of a given text line.
For a better, broader scope of your
emailing options, emailaddresses.com
bas an exceptional and thorough list
Many services have differing privacy
policies or restrict the size of attachments you can send or receive--important things to keep in mind when looking for an address that contours to your
individual needs.
But with a little time and research
you can quickiy find an address that
better suits your requirements and
makes your time online more productive and less stressful. That's really all
we want anyway. Happy emailing!

BY MELISSA MCCRARY

Counseling Services expands
resources for UMSL students

Features Associate
With the new school year and
lasses begiriuing, more people
e starting to log onto UM-St.
ouis's online data system
yGateway.
MyGateway was created
efore the Fall 2000 semester to
e DJ.ore beneficial to students and
·aculty.
Each student is assigned a
ateway ID once they have regisered for classes. Once a person
as an ID, they must enter in a
·pecificaUy designed password.
e password consists of the last
umbers of the person's year of
irth, day of birth and the last four
.gits of their social security.
My Gateway offers numerous
esources for students and teachrs. These resources include:
ouncements, Calendar, Tasks,
y Grades, My courses, Web eail and an address book.
On the Announcements page,
(Ofessors are able to post upcomng important class events. This is
eneficial for students to be
eminded about future exams.
People can record their own
mportant dates on the Calendar
age. The Calendar page acts as
online agenda.
If a student would like to know
here they stand in a certain
ourse, they can be informed.
hrough the My Grades section.
see MYGATEWAY, paRe 7

When one gets stuck in life, sometimes the best thing to do is go against
one's ego's need to keep problems a
secret Sometimes, one needs to gei program.
Personal counseling involves worksome guidance.
Counseling Services offers many ing with clients on "anxiety, depression
solutions for faculty, staff and students. and .. . interpersonal relationships,"
It is located at 126 MSC and is open said Lubowitz. Those who want to get
Monday through Friday from 8 am. to in-depth help on a regular basis can
choose this option.
Sp.rn.
Screening is an important part of
This semester, Counseling Services
has added evening hours twice a week. determining what help one needs. For
On Tuesdays and Wednesdays, stu- example, free screening for depression
dents can make appointmentS with a is offered through Counseling Services.
counselor from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The Either access the Counseling Services
expanded hours start Wednesday, Aug. website (http://umsl.edulserviceslcounselor) or make an appointment at
20.
Gloria Lubowitz, senior counseling Counseling Services.
psychologist at Counseling Services,
In addition to the regular staff coun~
stresses .that there are many resources selors, three undergraduate intems are
available besides personal counseling.
available to administer tests and screen''We offer several different kinds of ings. The interns actively learn counseJ.services," Lubowitz said. She notes that . ing techniques with the counselors as
counselors can help students "decide part of their education at UM-St. Louis.
Lubowitz explained that one test,
what their majors are going to be, based
on testing of interests, personality arid the Strong Interest Inventory (SIGIvalues."
PLUS), is a "system of interactive
Counseling Services' career library guidance." As the name suggests, it
houses "books that focus on specific focuses on an individual's interests.
careers and files that give information
. Students can also take tests that
on requirements of various majors," measure questions such as: "How
."hp. ~::Iiil

Q

Staff Writer

Mike Sherwlnl The Current

Ping Pong, pool tables ... and psychologists? This fall, Counseling
Services is opening a satellite office on the first floor lounge of
Seton Hall.

Academic counseling allows students to "perfect study skills, manage
time, take notes appropriately,"
Lubowitz says. Students can get personal academic cOtmseling or learn
these skills via their on site computer

a high salary (or) leisure time?"
Lubowitz said.
Seton Hall now houses a satellite
office for Counseling Services, under
the direction of Dr. Jamie Linsin.
Horizons Peer Educators is a group of
undergraduate students who
trained
to spot any problems. They also refer
peers to the main office as needed and
assist withinforrnation tables throughout the school year. Peer educators are
supervised by one of the regular staff
members .
Hours for the peer-counseling program are tentatively Mondays from 3
p:m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesdays from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. The hours may expand
with student interest
Counseling costs are geared to the
student's budget Initial sessions are
free. Each personal coUnseling session
is $10. Tests are $15, and most include
an evaluation session in the fee. Peer
education is a free service.
Various workshops will also be
offered throughout the year, and they
will be · listed on the Counseling
Services website.
Students may set up appointments
for screenings or counseling appointments either by visiting the office
directly or calling (314) 5l6-571l.
Counselors will also hold a special
Depression Screening Day on October

BY SAMARA HAMILTON
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"Seniors"
take the
stage

MYG ATEWAY, from page 6
. One of the most important links is commuter school, the MyGateway
the MyCourses. On this site, course system is very convenient for those
documents, course information, who are not always on campus.
assignments, communication, tools Another advantage is that it is easy to
and an electronic blackboard are dis- use.
played. The course information page
"Some of my classes this semester
might include class-related material require a student to post messages on
such as notes, whereas the assign- My Gateway," Charles Troupe, psymem page might include online chology, sophomore, said. "I think
quizzes.
that this is a great system for students
Kenyette Glen, accounting, junior, and teachers to communicate."
explains some of the web site's
Not every course demands stuadvantages.
.
. dents to use this service. Although
"I frequently use this provided ser- some teachers prefer not to use
vice and I like how you can get access MyGateway, more instructors are
from anywhere," Glen said.
beginning to become a part of this
With UM-St. Louis being a large system. Many professors who teach

RIGHT: Bill Kester and Monica
Roach perform in "The Spelling
of Coynes," in which a widow
outlives the machinations of a
younger couple's plot to gain
her riches.
The one-act play was a part of
IlSenior Stage Directions - a
Summer Sampler" held at the
J.C. Penney auditorium July 31.

large lecture courses provide their
students with online notes. Most
Internet courses are operated through
this system.
Over the past three years since
MyGateway was flrst introduced,
more people have become familiar
with how the system operates.
Jerry Siegel, associate vice chancellor for Information Technology
Services, describes how the system is
updated on a regular basis.
"My Gateway is continually being
updated depending on the school's
schedules, activities and when teachers submit their course information,"
Siegel said.

Welcare to University
Health Services

Senior Theater is a noncredit
program sponsored by the
College of Fine Arts and
Communication, and Continuing
Ed. with workshops continuing "
in the Fall. Workshops meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in 119
Benton Hall, but require registration. For more information
about workshops and registration, contact Nichelle at 5165974; for information about
Senior Theater, contact Dolores
Kane at 314-352-7980.

Dedicated to promoting wellness
through care and education for
the university community.

Mike Sherwinl

The Current

LEFT:

From left,
KWMU broadcaster Bob
McCabe, John
LaGrone, and
Bob Beck perform in " M ere
M ortals," during "Senior
Stage
Directions - A
Summer
Sampler."
" Mere
M ortals"
depicts t hree
c onstruction
w orkers having a spirited
conversation
during their
lunch break.

We provide:

For an appointment or information, call (314) 516-5671.
Call 911 for medical emergencies.
University Health Services • Millennium Student Center Room 131

Mike Sherwin! tbt Cum'l,1

Birds of a feather flock together ...
find your nest!

Meadows
tu ent C mmunity
Four apart ent styles to choose from:
1 BRl1 bath, 2BRl2 ath, 4BRl2 bath, & Efficiency
1st month free
for 2 &4
bedroom u..'Ilits _ _

• On-site 24-hour I undry facility
~

• Free parki 9

• Free suttle service/M roLink access
• Cable television
STUDENT HOUSING
2901 University Meadows Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
Tel.: 314.516.7500
Fax: 314.516.7502
Email:umeadows@hotmail.com

• Individual lease contracts
• Need a st~dy break?
Pool, jacuzzi, BBQ pavilion, sand

volleyball, free movie/game rental.

Stop by for a tour or
give us a call!

i
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Lee Buchanan named coach. of Riverwomen Basketball
BY STEVE HARRELL

SPOTts Editor

OM-St. Louis ended their search
ifor a head women's basketball coach
'recently, as athletic director Pat Dolan
ihired veteran coach Lee Buchanan to
the program. The position became
vailable in June when then--coach
helly Ethridge resigned to pursue
ther career opportunities.
Buchanan comes to UMSL from
I program Southern
SSiSSlpPl. Last year, Buchanan
erved as an assistant coach, while the
olden Eagles finished 14-15.
"I'm real excited about the oppor'ty to come to the University of
Iissouri-St. Louis and build the
omen's basketball program into
'omething that the athletic depar1ment
d the University can be proud of,"
aid Buchanan. "It's going to take a
.ttle bit of time, but with a lot of hard
ork I think we can have some good
ccess. I know a lot of the coaches in
e Great Lakes Valley Conference
ho do a great job, and have a lot of
spect for those coaches, and I'm
xcited to help be a part of building a
uccessful program in such a tough
onference.
"Having grown up in Southern
· ois, I'm excited to get back to the
·dwest area and getting to work in a
eat city like St. Louis is like a homeoming for myself and my family.
's is just a quality situation, to get
e chance to build a strong basketball
rogram in a great city and I'm just
eally excited to get things going at the
niversity of Missouri-St Louis."
Buchanan began his collegiate
oaching career at Brescia University,
small NAIA school in Owensboro,
entucky. He spent 13 years there;
ne as an assistant and the last 12 as
ead coach.
During that stint,
uchanan had a string of eight conecutive 20-win seasons, which began

rID

in 1989, light on the heels of a dismal

1-20 record the year before.
During his 12 years as head coach,
Buchanan compiled a 230-118 record
while guiding the team to multiple
NAIA tournaments, including an elite
eight trip in 1997.
From Brescia, Lee went to Francis
Marion in South Carolina. In his four
seasons there, Buchanan compiled a
92-29 record en route to becoming the
second winningest coach in the
school's history. He also led the
Patriots to three sweet sixteen appearances, and won a Peach Belt
Conference title. During his run as
head coach, Francis Marion finished
with no less than 16 wins.
Buchanan has won many awards
during his almost two decades of
coaching. Three times he has won the
Coach of the Year- award in the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Conference
at Brescia In 1995 he was named the
NAIA mid-south region Coach of the
Year, and in 1989 was the District 32
Coach of the Year.
UMSL athletic director Pat Dolan
is also excited over Buchanan's hiring.
"We're extremely happy to be able to
hire someone with Lee's coaching
experience and past success," Dolan
said. "He has great basketball kno~l
edge and is familiar with the GLVC
.having spent some time coaching in
Owensboro, and has a proven track
record of guiding winning programs.
We look forward to Lee being able to
continue the building of the program
and take it to that next level. I feel
confident that Lee will be able to
come in and work with the campus
and local community and help to continue the building of our women's basketball program."
Buchanan takes over a program
that finished just under .500 last year.
This season, the team will look to the
veteran leadership of their five seniors
to help tum things around. The
women's baskethall season tips off
November 21.
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Coach Lee Buchanan has been hired as Women's Basketball Coach. He replaces Shelly Ethridge,
who resigned in June.

STEVE HARRELL

SPOtts Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

• teams win academic honors R·Women Golf tees
enrus
1

,, ~y S TEV E H ARRELL

Sports Editor

of the men's squad earned honors
from the ITA. Senior Martin Kardos
finished the year at 11--6 in singles
matches, including a perfect 7-0 at the
two spot. Kardos went 14-3 in doubles matches, and was a member of
the GLVC's all-conference team for
both academics and his on-court play.
Matt VaulkharcL who viill be the

I up

with new coach

matches, including a flawless 4-0 outside the one spot.
Rajan Saini finished last season at
best two round tota! was at the USI
BY STEVE HARRELL
10-4 in singles matches, including a 3Screaming Eagles Golf Classic, where
Sports Editor
1 mark in conference. Saini also went
she shot a combined 187. During the
12-6 in doubles, and earned a spot on
SIUE Cougar Classic, Cloyd shot a
the all-conference a.cademics team.
I When the RivefW'omen begin their 203.
The ITA all-academics team award : season this fall, they'll be doing so
Ashley VIncent finished 2002 with
is given to a team with a 3.2 GPA or with a new head coach. James Earle a 95.67 average, best among returning
\vill' be the new head coach, and he players. She had a low rOlmd of 90
and never shot any higher than 99. Her
brings lots of experience from the St.
best finish was 36th at the Lady
Louis area golf scene.
Earle is a graduate of Hazelwood Volunteer Tournament where she shot
Central and a Lems and Clark a 191. Vrncent shot a 186 at the USI
Community College and SIU- Screaming Eagle Classic and a 197 at
Edwardsville alum. He is currently the SIUE Cougar Classic.
One player that the Riverwomen
working at Emerald Greens Golf
Course in St. Louis as an assistant golf will miss is Amy Parmley. Parmley
professional, a spot he has held for led last year's squad in every major
three years now. His duties there statistical category, which was highinclude the management of daily oper- lighted by her 84.67 average. Parmley
ations of the course, as well as teach- had a low round of 80 and a high
ing and instruction. Earle has also round of 90, both of which she shot at
worked as the assistant golf pro at The the Lady Volunteer Tournament, givPlayers Club in Cressant, Missouri ing her a 12th place finish. Her highest
and Eagle Springs Golf Course in St. finish was lOtb, .at the SlUE Cougar
Classic. There she shot a two day total
Louis.
This fall, the Riverwomen will of 174. At the USI Screaming Eagles
enter into action with three competi- Classic, she shot a 164, good enough
tors: Sophomore Amy Schoenherr and for 13th place.
As a team, last year's squad finJuniors Shelby Cloyd and Ashley
ymcent Schoenherr averaged a 97.00 ished 8th (out of 10) at the SIUE
last year, and had a low round of 90.
Cougar Classic, 8th out of nine at the
Her best finish was 33rcL at the Lady Lady Volunteer Tournament, and 10th
Volunteer Tournament. At that tourna- dut of 12 at the USI Screaming Eagles
ment, she shot a pair of 93 'so Her other Classic. There the team shot their two
tournaments include a total of 211 at lowest rounds ofthe season, a 367 and
the SIUECougar Classic, and a 185 at a365.
the USI Screaming Eagles Golf
This year, the Riverwomen are
slated to play in five tournaments.
Classic, good enough for 45th.
Shelby Cloyd finished the year Their first tourney is the Cougar
with a 99.67 average, including a low Classic
at
Southern Illinois
round of 91. Shelby shot a 102-106 at University-Edwardsville at the Sunset
the Lady Vohrnteer Tournament, fora . Hills Golf Course. The women tee it
finish of 43rcL her best of the year. Her up September 6-8.

It's one thing to be a great student.
ut to be a great student while endurg the rigors of daily practices,
ames, and the Eke takes very hard
ork.
Just ask the members
f UMSL's women's ten's team. They were one
f just 29 division II
quads to receive national
cademic honors from the
tercollegiate
Tennis
sociation for this past
chool year. In addition,
here were six players
etween the men's and
omen's squad that
arned individual recog·tion.
Last year, the women's
nnis team had a comined grade point average
f3.32, well over the 3.20
eeded to eam these honrs. UMSL was one of
ee teams in the Great
akes Valley Conference
garner this award.
The members of this
all's squad are Neringa
andzeviciute, Stephanie
laden, Chrissy Duffy,
atie Duffy, Devin Foy,
·ssy Howard, Lauren
pangler, and Lauren
lele.
Of those eight women,
ee earned individual
onors. As a freshman,
·ssy Howard went 6-6
singles play, including
5-4 record at the two
ot. She finished at 8-7
doubles competition,
as the former high
chool state champion,
d was also named to
e Great Lakes Valley
:onference all-academic
am.
Devin Foy led the way
r the women's squad,
laying mostly at the one
ot. She was 2-9 in sines competition, while
File Photo: Mike Sherwlnl 71Je Curre7lt
oing 8-7 in doubles. She
as also a GLVC all-aca- The Riverwomen tennis team was one of just 29 division 1/ squads to
ernic selection.
receive national academic honors from the Intercollegiate Tennis
N e r i n g a -Association for this past school year.
andzeviciute finished
e year with a 5-8 doubles record.
lone senior on this year's team, was higher. To earn individual recognition,
he also played in five singles rnatch- also an all-conference selection for his student athletes must post at least a 3.5
s, ""inning three, including an unde- work both on and off the courts. Matt GPA, while winnlng a letter.
ated record at the six spot. She also finished 13-5 in singles matches while
The men's squad has an exhibition
on honors as a conference all-acade- splitting time between the one and two match at Lindenwood on September
.c selection.
spot, not to mention a 6-1 record in 3, while the women open their regular
Not to be outdone, three members
conference. He went 14-6 in doubles season September 2 at Quincy.

Questions
or
Comments?
Send me an e-mail:
invincible_ 44@hotmail.com

B

Check out the R-men
and R-women sports at
www.umsl-sports.com

Men's B-ball

to introduce

new coach

.

i
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The UM-St. Louis Althletic
Depar1ment will announce the new
men's basketball coach, Chris Pilz, to
the university community and local
media at a press conference at noon on
Monday, Aug. 18 in room 218 of the
Mark Twain BUilding.
The Rivermen bad been without a
coach since Mark Bernsen announced
his resignation in late June.
In his four seasons at UMSL,
Bernsen finished with a 41-67 overall
record and a 29-58 record in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference. Bernsen
was just the fourth head coach in
UMSL history and he is third on that
list for most career wins.
Bernsen played for the Riverrnen,
and was a three-year starter for the
Rivermen and co-captain of the team
that finished mth a 21-6 record a
earned bid to the 1971-72 NCAA
Tournament team.

Riverwomen prepare for

~iL-~~__~~~~____~~~____~________~~__~____~~-J

Jaime Drabek, a
defender for the
Riverwomen,
fields the ball
during an exhibition gClme
Thursday
evening. The
Riverwomen will
play their first
Official. game at
home on Aug. 29
against Ashland.
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41 athletes Sporting around town
earn acclaim
Louis boasts
•for academe

rich sports history
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BY STEVE HARRELL
BY STEVE HARRELL

Spo?1s Editor

. Sports Editor
Forty-one UM-St. Louis smdents
earned spots on the Great Lakes
Valley Conference all-academic
team this year, representing ten different sports and nearly one-third of
all student athletes.
The men's soccer and women's
I
volleyball teams topped the list, each
sending seven players to the team.
The men's and women's tennis
teams were also impressive, with 10
of a total 16 players gamering this
award.
In order to be placed on the acad.~ emic all-conference team,' first year
, students must have a 3.40 grade
point average. Students with more
than two semesters completed must
either meet academic All-American
qualifications, have a cumulative
3.20 OPA, or have eamed a 3.40
.. OPA in the previous two semesters.
Below is the list of UM-St Louis
students who made the OLVC's allacademic team:

Baseball:

.,

Tony Grana
Logan Hughes
Josh Thomas

.. Men's Basketball
Mindaugas Adamonis
Jonathan Griffm

Women's Basketball

r;

Sarah Hyslop
Megan Mauck
Alicia Ordner

~ Women's Golf

Everybody needs to get away from
the rigors · of their studies pow and
again, and one good way to take your
mind off of your schoolwork is
through athletics. While UM-St. Louis
fields 11 varsity teams, all of which
can be very entertaining, sometimes
you want to see the big boys play.
Well, fear not; the city of St. Louis has
plenty of options for the sports-minded
person.
One can't-miss spot, if you've
never been, is legendary Busch
Stadium. Serv~g as the home of the
St Louis Cardinals since 1966, Busch
Stadium is the fifth oldest park in
Major· League Baseball, behind
Fenway Park, Wrigley Field, Yankee
Stadium and Dodger Stadium. Busch
Stadium has been witness to a lot of
baseball history. The stadium hosted
the All-Star Game in 1966, its first
year of existence. It didn't take long to
see the Redbirds win a World
Championship, either. St. Louis won
the World Series 4-3 over the Boston
Red Sox in 1967. The following year
saw current Hall of Famer Bob Gibson
post a modem day record with a 1.12
ERA.
In 1970, Busch Stadium opened the
season with AstroTurf in place of
grass. The turf lasted 26 seasons before
the Cardinals reverted back to natural
grass.
One of the all-time Cardinal greats,
Lou Brock, spent most of his 19 seasons playing at Busch. During his final
year (1979), Brock collected his 3,000
hit in August and stole his 938th base a
month later, making him the all-time
stolen base king.
In the summer of 1998, slugger
Mark McGwire captivated audiences
night in and night out at Busch, en
route to blasting a record 70 home
runs. Big Mac hit numbers 61, 62 and
70 all in frontof home crowds.
Busch Stadium has seen many

,. Women's Soccer
Jaime Drabek
Sonya Hauan
Lauren Gutting
"Mandy Meendering

Softball
Savanna Adams
r Tiffany DeWald
Kristen Economon

orne talent. Chad Pennington i.
poised for a breakout season, and
Herro Edwards always seems to sneak
his team into the play-offs. Look for
the J-E-T-S to earn a wildcard spot.
The Patsies folded last year, and
this season probably won't be any different. Buffalo v.ill probably hold
Willis McGahee out all year. In 2004
the Bill, could dominate, but not this
year.

AFC East Prediction
Miami-New York-Buffalo-New
England
It's the middle of August, people
Miami did some work in the offare worried about losing their jobs, and season and bulked up an already solid
fat guys are dropping like flies. You tearn. Junior Seau joins one of the best
know what that means: we're smack defenses in the league, which will
in the middle of NFL training camps!
make it nearly impossible to score on
And of course, being a red-blooded the Dolphins. Ray Lucas, a.k.a the
American male, I think I know exact- reason Miami missed the play-offs last
ly what's going to happen over the year, is gone. There should be a
next five months. Honestly, is there healthy quarterback battle between
anyone in this country who doesn't at incumbent Jay Fiedler and free agent
least say, "I think so-and-so will win Brian Griese, with Sage Rosenfels
the Super Bowl this year"? If there is, being a solid number three. Ricky
chance·s are they aren't reading this Williams finally put himself on the
column, so I'm going to go ahead and . short list of top NFL nmning backs,
make my bold predictions and stick by and Olindo Mare has an unbelievable
them until Super Bowl teams fall to I- leg. Watch out for this team.
S and I jump onto a different bandThe Jets lost about half their team

AFC South Prediction
Tenn es see - Indianapol i s1acksonville-Houston
The Titans were just one \vin away
from the Super Bowl last year, and yet
they still don't seem to get any respect.
Steve McNair seems to be the toughest
S.O.B. this side of Dick Butkis. If he
can stay healthy, he's vel)' hard to beat.
If he's injured, he's still vel)' hard to
heat. If Tennessee doesn 't win this
division, it's because Air McNair is in
traction-literally. Throw in Eddie
George (who should touch the ball 25
times a game for this team to be a contender) and you've got the best onetwo punch in the game.
Marvin Harrison is the most overrated player in the NFL. He is a
descent wideout in an ideal situation.

BY S T EVE HARRELL

SPOIts Editor

Men's Tennis
~ Martin

while playing an exciting brand of
hockey at the KieVSavvis Center
downtown near Union Station.
Prior to the 1994-95 season, the
rink replaced The Arena as the home
of the Blues. The Savvis Center had a
tough act to follow, replacing the
CheckerdomeiSt Louis Arena, but the
new building met the hype as it opened

wagon.
Seeing as how I could talk about
thi for days on end. r e decided to
make my NFL predictionfpreview colu= a 1WO PART special; that's
right, boys and girls, it's the journalistic equivalent of a mini-series. This
week I'll look at the American
Football Conference, and we.'ll save
the NFC for next week's issue.
Now it's time to break out the tarot
cards and look into the crystal baJJ, and
we'll see what we can find!

Soccer

Adam Barnstead
Adam Bimslager
Nick Carron
~ Campbell McLaurin
Tim Mosby
Kevin Uttley
Scott Wittenborn

other baseball legends come and go in
its 38-year history, players such as
Ozzie Smith, Ted Simmons and Bruce
Sutter. However, you'd better catch a
game while you still can; original
plans had a new stadium slated to open
in 2005.
The St Louis Blues provide a great
escape during the winter months,

its doors to the public. The Savvis
Center is yet to see the Blues reach the
Stanley Cup Finals, but it has played
host to many legendary players in its
short history. Former Blues such as
Brett Hull and Wayne Gretzky skated
there while wearing the Bluenote, and
current Blues such as AI Macinnis and
Chris Pronger should join them in the

Hall of Fame one day.
Of course the most infamous Blue
of the last decade didn't wear a jersey,
but a suit. The much-maligned Mike
Keenan got rid of crowd favorite
Brendan Shanahan (among others)
and quickly eamed the hatred of the

e~~~_i~.:. ..__ _ _... _......._~... _...... _.. _........._~_.
see ST. LOUIS SPORTS, page 12

Football at last: predictions for the AFC

Shelby Cloyd
Amy Pannley
~ Men's

The Savvis Center is one of the popular sports veriues in St. Louis. It has seen many famous hockey players skate through, including
Brett Hull, Wayne Gretzky, Brendan Shanahan, Curtis Joseph, Steve Duchesne and Phil Housley.

to Washington, but management made

a couple late moves and brought in

Take him out of the Colts offense and
insert a second or third tier player, and
the team wouldn ' t miss a beat. Serious
contende they're not but they may
sneak into the play-offs (but don't
count on it).
1acksonville is getting better, but
they still aren't a .500 te.am. The
Texans still don' t have an offensive
line, which is bad news for Dayjd Carr,
who was on ground la<;t year more
than he was on his feet.

AFC North Prediction
Pittsburgtl-Cleveland-BaltimoreCincinnati
Pittc;burgh almost wins this clivision
by default. Granted, Cleveland won a
wildcard last year, and nearly beat
Pittsburgh, but they'll be facing a
much tougher schcdule this year.
Also. Kardell Stewart is gone, which
is great news for Steeler fans.
Baltimore might top .SOO, but don't
bet on it, considering their current
quarterback situation. The Bungles
are finally headed in the right direction, and they have a superstar running
back, but I think we all know their fate
this year.
I've wasted enough time on this
lousy division. Let's move on to ...
AFC West Prediction

Oakland-Denver-San
DiegoKansas City
This division is unbelievable.
Oakland will come out on top, but
Denver won't be far behind. They
upgraded
at
quarterback
(so
Plummer's no John Elway, but he'll
work), and someone always seems to
come out of nowhere and rush for
1500 yards. Oakland is getting old,
but I think they can hold on for one
more year.
Kansas City is a much-improVed
team from a couple years ago, but
there's no way they 'll overtake these
Mo juggernauts. Look for them in
2004, though. San Diego is becoming
infamous for their second half collapses, but they won't need to this year.
They're not as good as last year's
ream, bur Brees is getting better and
this is another wait-till-next-year
squad.
Play-off Predictions
You've seen the division winners,
and I'm taking the Broncos and Jets
for the Wildcard slots. Air McNair
will have another good season, but in
the long run I don't see anybody beating Miami (at least not in the AFC).
So we're going with the Fish to win
the AFC; stay tlmed for next week's
NFC preview.

" Up-coming Events"

"Mark" Your UMSL Calendars

Damm

Martin Kardos
Stephen Pobst
Rajan Saini
Matt Vaulkhard

" Career Days"
Tuesday, Sept. 9 & Wednesday, Sept. 10
Century Rooms Mi llennium Student Center

<t

Women's Tennis
Neringa Bandzeviciute
Chrissy Duffy
~Devin Foy
, Krissy Howard
Lauren Spangler

Volleyball
iJ

Gillian Falknor
Kira Fraser
Kathryn Freeman
Melissa Frost
Janae Paas
...
Stacy Pearl
Ashley Richmond

"Fall " On-Campus Interviews
begin on Monday, Septem ber 29
• Por 0 lOS

• Easels
• Art Papers

• Ch airs
• Lamps

SALE
... . •
•

CLAYTON, MO

8007 Maryland Avenue
314-862-6980
Mon-Fri 8~7, Sat 9-6, Sun 11-5

•••

•

.

-

•

.

Etiquette Banq uet

•

Tuesday, October 21 • Centu ry Room " A"

off everyday low prices
through September 21

FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, lL
Crossroads Center, 10850 Lincoln Trail
618-394-0222 Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5

www.dickblick.com/stores
the lowest price guaranteed If yO('1 find the exact item for a
lower advertised price, bring the ad in.
We'll beat their price by 10% .

for details, contact

Career Services
278 Millennium Student Center
516-5111 -- career_ services@umsl.edu
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Open your !nics
up and sing
BY

AMy

G O NWA

Music Critic
You begin your night with a short
saunter down a tlight of ancient stairs,
feeling the history rise up from lmder

your shoes. Next, you plunge into a
small underground fantasy painted on
all sides with the stripes of the
Jamaican flag. The choices you face at
the Red Se~ 's open mic night is which
concrete shill to park yourself next to

EDITOR
STANFORD GRIFFITH

A&EEditor
phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811 .

A&E

Calendar

Movies
"Film openings are subject
to change.

Aug. 22
The Medallion - Jackie
Chan action/comedy

Mike Sherwin! The Cllmm r

"J.e."

strum s and si ngs an orig inal com position at the Red Sea's
open mic M onday night. The show begins around 9:30 p.m. and
the cover Is two dollars.

and what piece you will contribute to
the night's puzzle.
Check 1, 2, check 1,2, and the Red
Sea builds with anticipation of an
evening filled with diverse sOlmd. It is
the weekly open mic night at Sl
Louis' finest reggae bar. Since the
early nineties, the Red Sea has hosted
their Monday evening affair for local
artists to showcase their talents.
"It's a comfortable environment to
stretch my musical skills, where
nobody is going to be ju~omental,"
said Jocly Carter, member of Non-Stop
Reggae. Carter's band kicked off the
evening of Aug. 11, with their nec-jazz
vocal free jam music. What followed
were roughly twenty artists sharing
their raw talent in a capella vocals, hiphop, original rock and pure rhythmic
style.
One-man band, J. Booze, dazzled
the crowd with this combined guitar
and drum beating skills. Female vocmist Puffy filled the room with her
smoky alto tones. And, UM-St Louis'
OVin Aja Corrigan dazzled the crowd
with her angelic vocal range. Not
every act was as refined, but the crowd
supported and respected anyone who
took the stage.
You have got to love open mic
nights in all of their idiosyncrasies.
There is always a SUI prise around the
corner and an introduction to a new
soUnd you have not yet experienced.
The atmosphere is full of wann, welcoming air and open-minded listeners.
The artists are not up on stage to sell
you recorns or fish from your paycheck, but they are only to share their
music with whoever will listen.
Another refreshing open mic night
attribute is the short-lived duration of
each act If you are not digging one
artist's exhibition, then a five-minute
wait will bring a fresh act to the stage.

"Krystal" performs at the Red Sea's open mic night on Monday.
The Red Sea, a U. City Loop mainstay, has been holding an open
mic every Monday night for almost 30 years.

This builds a unique platform for your
night of listening enjoyment
The tw<rdollar charge at the door
will fill in the gaps between other
musical indulgences and concerts that
can severely dent your pocketbook.
And, it is always nice to have a break
from fa'it-paced entertainment At the
Red Sea, you can sit quiet awhile, as
the busy outside world passes you by.
It feels as if no one is on a schedule,
and there is nothing else to do. That is
the magic of the Red Sea.

BOOK
I

Marci X- cross-cultural
comedy of a different
sort, stars Lisa Kudrow,
Damon Wayans
My Boss' Daughter Ashton Kutcher comedy
Specials:
Yojimbo - Kurosawa's
samurai classic, midnight at the Tivoli, Fri.Sat., Aug. 22-23
The Evil Dead - horror
cult film favorite, midnight at the Tivoli, Fri.Sat., Aug. 22-23 & 2931
The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly - Sergio
Leone's original
spaghetti Western; one
week onLy at the Tivoli

Aug. 29
American Splendor Award-winning adaptation of Harvey Pekar's
poetic, autobiographicaL underground comic,
stars Paul Giamatti,
Hope Davis
Nola -indie film about
woman's search for
father and self

'Di Y Pretty Things'
is terrific thriller
BY C ATHERINE MARQUI SHOMEY ER

Film Critic
Filmgoers tiring of the endless
rOlmds of no-thioking-required summer sequels and action films can find
a break in the excellent Stephen Frear
film 'Dirty Pretty Things." Despite its
puzzling name, 'Dirty Pretty Things"
is one heck of an atmospheric mystery
thriller.
This English-language story is set
among the subculture of inunigrants in
London, but it is no melodramatic tale
of the plight of the underclass, nor is it
an art film. Instead, "Dirty Pretty
1bings" is a fully accessible thriller,
full of unexpected twists and turns, the
kind of story to keep you guessing up
to the end. It is a tale of secrets and of
the hidden things that go on beneath
the surface, as well as a story about
ethical dilemmas and even a touch of
romance.
The tale starts with Nigerian-born
Okwe (Chiwetel Ejiofor), an immigrant who seems to have a past he
wants to conceal. Okwe works two
jobs, as a cabbie during the day and as
a night clerk at a hotel. He rents space
on a couch from a young Turkish
woman, Senay (Audrey Tautou, from
"Amelie"), who works the opposite
shift at the hotel. During his few off

hours, 01...ve seems loathe to sleep and
seeks out a chess game with a friend
(Benedict Wong) who works in a
morgue or just prowls the streets. The
night manager at the hotel (Sergi
Lopez) is a smirking opportunist
obsessed with money. This smiling
cynic describes the hotel's work by
saying that people come to the hotel to
do dirty things, and then it is the hotel
worker's job to make everything look
pretty again in the morning, hence the
film's odd title. It soon becomes clear
that something secret, maybe even
ghastly, is going on at the hotel. The
ingenious plot with sharply drawn
characters draws you into the bidden
activities of the hotel and weaves an
unpredictable tale that is a bit like
gothic horror.
Excellent acting and a plot that
keeps you guessing make this film a
standout. "Dirty Pretty 1bings" has
already taken a stack of awards in
Europe, particularly for the screenplay
and Cbiwetel Ejiofor's performance.
In an era of fOlIDuiaic filmmaking, this
kind of original screenwriting is more
than refreshing. Stephen Frears,
whose past fIlms include "High
Fidelity" and ''The Grifters," returns to
his native London and the atmospheric, film noir type of storytelling in fine
form, pulling his audience along at just
the right pace in this mysterious world.

While the film is not about the plight
of immigrants, the characters' marginal place in society drives part of the
plot. Frears uses the universality of
under classes in an societies to make
indirect co=ents about personal
ethics and society in a much stronger
way than any head-on approach could.
This film is further proof that Frears
well deserves his reputation as a top
director.
The roles are well cast throughout.
Audrey Tautou, so charming in
"Amelie" a couple of years ago, now
gets to show off her dramatic range as
a young woman weighing awful
choices to achieve her dreams. But the
really riveting performance is Ejiofor,
who is by turns mysterious, sympathetic, vulnerable and threatening as
the immigrant who may have been a
doctor and is fleeing from something.
The range of emotion he expresses
and the subtly of his work are amazing
to watch. The audience can feel his
internal struggles along with him but
also be aware that he wasn't revealing
everything about himself.
The plot is full of surprises, and
you have to stay alert to follow along.
This story is no obscure puzzle but a
far cry from the usual effortless entertainment of summer. For anyone who
loves a good thriller, 'Dirty Pretty
Things" is the ride to take.

The small Delmar Loop attraction
has kept itself fairly underground,
which is part of its' beauty. So, put an
inspiring twist on your Monday blues
and discover a well-kept secret of your
own city. Whether you are an amateur
musician, or just an avid music fan,
you are sure to tlnd something that
suits you at the Red Sea Their legendary open mic night is a melodic
treat for your ears that you must be a
part of.

REVIEW

urder mystery
at the beach
lionaire Barry Neubauer 's annual
shindig. Those behind the murder
have the means to buy the cops, an
army of lawyers and a forensically
untenable dr'owning story for
Rabbit. For the people who want to
discover the truth. Neubauer & Co.
also employ at least one mean problem-solver called the "Fixer" to,

BY PAUL CRUTCHER

StajJWriter
Think Nicholas Cage's "8="
with more likable characters. Take
away a good portion of the darkness
in that movie and add a small dose
of legal talk. James Patterson offers

.~

Magdalene Sisters gripping, harrowing
true story about Irish
home for girls

4

I\

Buffalo Soldiers 'Catch 22'-like dark
comedy set in 1989
Germany, stars Joachim
Phoenix
Mondays in the Sun Spanish tragicomic tale
about laid-off workers,
stars Javier Bardem
Secret Lives of
Dentists- indie film
dark comedy about
unraveling marriage of
two dentists, stars
Hope Davis
Audrey Tautou ·jn Stephen Frears' DIRTY PRETTY THINGS.

the storyline with the help of Peter
De Tonge in "The Beach House," a
2002 New York Times bestseller.
Much like the aforementioned
."8=," "Beach House" takes us
into a world where there are the
exceedingly rich and those who
cater to them. Peter "Rabbit" Mullen
falls squarely into the latter group,
filling odd jobs like valet parking
imd nourishing the much more seedy
desires of the elite.
The main story begins after
Rabbit is beaten to death ol1t.~irlp.. hil-

well, make people change their
minds about certain things. Jack
Mullen, Rabbit's older law student
brother, leads the crusade against the
Neubauers with a hodgepodge crew
of. friends (including a feisty gay
harrdresser and a private detective
with the Sears Tower tattooed on her
upper arm) and his animated and
extremely likable Irish grandfather
"Mack."
'
_
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"Northfork" is comic and
bittersweet bit of fantasy

is one of the many sly comic and spir- Nolte is especially touching as the
inial references in this odd and charm- rugged but caring Father Harlan and,
HOMEYER
ing little film. Before the waters can of course, James Woods turns in his
cover Northfork, the state sends out usual good work. Daryl Hannah and
Film Critic
"Northfork" has been described as pairs of black suited agents to gather Anthony Edwards are noteworthy and
a film in the style of "magical real- up Northfork's last remaining resi- striking as the odd angels Flower
ism,;' the literary form created by dents . .The stragglers include Father Hercules and Happy.
. That the film is shot with a stark
Latin American books like "One Harlan (Nick Nolte) who takes in a
, Hundred Years of Solitude." This liter- sick orphan (Duel Farnes) when his beauty that makes the most of the minary style blends fantasy .and reality to adoptive parents decide to return him imalist Montana landscape fits both its
tell a story' that is more magic and when they flee the flood, a man who . otherworldliness and its poignancy. It
poetic feeling than conventional plot. has built an ark and has two of every- is not juSt the living who are being
Like magical realism, "Northfork" has thing, including two wives. There is evacuated: Garnilies are digging up
one foot in history and the other in the also a house with four odd people who loved ones from the town cemetery as
spiritual realm of fantasy creatures and mayor may not really exist These well rather than leave them to the
oddly dressed characters call them- flood, and the image we see of the old
, a very unconventional structure.
If all that sounds confusing or per- selves angels, and include the Joan of frontier cemetery peppered with headfectly dreadful to you, "Northfork" is Arc-like Flower Hercules (Daryl stones and gaping graves couldn't be
not your film. This fable from film- Hannah) . and the handless, nearly more haunting. The story is both sad
and comic, as much dream as waking,
making brothers Mark and Michael blind Happy (Anthony Edwards).
Walter (James Woods) and Will.i.S and it seems every name and image
Polish isn't the kind of film that those
who prefer stories firmly rooted in the O'Brien (co-writer/producer Mark evokes a reference to resurrection,
Polish) are a father and son team in the death, rebirth, loss or human indeci~ real world will like. "Northfork" is
more of a Gothic fairytale, a dreamlike . Evacuation. Committee, set on per- sion. Everything is a metaphor for
tale set in the very concrete time and suading the residents to leave by any something, although the references are
place of 1955 Montana, in a town means and motivated by the State's as likely as not to be absurdist
"Northfork" is more dream and
about to be flooded after the construc- promise of lakefront property as their
tion of a large darn. Although the reward. As the agents go about their fairytale than profound myth, but it
ensemble cast includes a number of work:, the feverish boy's dreaming . has its moments of depth and meanrecognizable actors-James 'Woods, . encounters with the angels in the old ing. The comparison to the literary
.~
Nick Nolte, Daryl Hannah, Anthony house altemating With Father Harlan's form of magical realism is most apt; it
Edwards, Claire Forlani, Peter Coyote. selfless Care and last minute efforts to has the same tantalizing beauty and
and Kyle MacLachlan-this charming find him an adoptive family provide a circus-like appeal. To see such a film
little fantasy is unconventional art film touching and hopeful fantasy-ta-reali- at all is rare; in the summer, it is magall the way. That is not to say it is not ty pendulum that sets the rhythm of ical. The film's unconventional nature
will mean this one if not for everyone
enjoyable, if you just let yourself be the film.
Not surprisingly, the acting is both but for those who relish a good art
.Iit.
.
carried along with its nonlinear flow.
'""
That the town is being "dammed" restrained and first rate all around. film, this is just the ticket.
lilY CATHERINE MARQUIS- .

Daryl Hannah as an angel named Flower Hercules in Paramount Classics' NORTHFORK.

MURDER,

~

im
es
A New Leap for Bluegrass
BY AMY GONWA

Music Critic

Bluegrass is one of the undying
and timeless styles of Amedcan
music. It has retained strength and
fans over decades of musical reformations. Few artists opt to invest much
time and energy into this sound, but
those who do are proving that bluegrass will never die. Kat Maslich and
Peter Adams have harnessed a modem
country twang in their debut album
east mountain south.
With an old-fashioned air, selftitled east mountain south (They do
not use capital letters.) brings together
generations of musical and lyrical
movements. What I find most intriguing about the album is the high regard
for poetics. Each track v.Tites a different story of loss and hope while paying close attention to lyrical form and
structure.
The ballads of east mountain south

speak of every day life in ·a compassionate and conversational way.
Tracks such as "all the stars" and
"hard times" paint pictures of people
we all have known, making them easy
to relate to. "Hard Times" is actually a
simplified version of a work of the
nineteenth century American composer, Stephen Foster. This respect for the
roots of American music shines
through in east mountain's sound.
The duo is still wandering through
their conunencing stages but has
already gained the attention of several
big names in the business. This summer of '03, east mountain south traveled across the nation, opening for the
soulful female artist Tracy Chapman.
This only marks the beginning of what
Maslich and Adams will fOlm into a
la<.;ting career.
The essence of east mountain
south's sound is reached only through
the combined use of an upright piano,
Indian banjos, fiddles and the classic
sound of twelve- string acoustics. I
would like to see the tracks last much

longer than their three to four minute
duration, as the music seems to cut off
after the last verse of words. The two
are fair vocalists, but oddly enough
travel along the same harmonic range.
The combination of a male tenor and
female alto would be more powerful
with an opposition in tone.
A line that east mountain south is
balancing on is one of a soft pop
sound. Not to say that theirs is the
sound of Celine but more comparable
to the calming spirit of Sarah
McLaughlin. What makes ·them teeter
on the edge of something pop is the
length of their songs in conjunction
with their simplicity.
East mountain south's debut album
is worth checking into. It holds quite
immense sound, especially for a group
still in its initial stages of production.
The album has a laid-back feeling to
it, along with an old-fashioned appeal.
East mountain south has blended generations of American composition and
created one Appalachian album with
some great potential.

Joseph PuhylIJreamworm

Kat Maslich and Peter Adams are setting out into the music industry with a unique sound.

from page 10

Action comes along quickly, thanks
to Patterson's chapter designations.
Each four-page or so chapter focuses
~ on a single. advancement of the plot,
which makes you feel like you are
feverously devouring the book while
allowing you great freedom for interruption or stopping.
That said, the 356 pages are relatively delightful for a casual read. The
... characters are round enough to illicit
reader involvement in the outcome of
the plot, while Patterson keeps
Neubauer & Co. flat enough for the
vast majority of his readers (like you
and to find them and their actions
foreign and detestable.
~
This
character development
becomes important near the end of the
book:, because the Mullen crew takes a
somewhat drastic (and not altogether
plausible) course to bring the untouchable elite to justice. A milk truck
becomes a key component in the kidt' napping strategy, but if you're like me,
and haven't ever seen an actual milk
truck delivering milk:, the presence of
one rolling slowly down the block
might be suspicious. The final chapters
take place in a secret and makeshift
courtroom, where the accused are held
-. by force and the Mullens extract the

n

Page 11

truth. Patterson throws a nice little
twist in at the end of the trial that I
doubt most readers would have anticipated. Indeed, Neubauer & Co. were
criminal, loathsome, and perverted to
an extreme degree, but apparently they

--"--

The prose is
almost entirely
action-based, and
the chapter
arrangement
makes it so there is
little time or reason
to get bored.

--"

weren't all as excited about the
exploits with a then-underage Rabbit
as the Fitzhardings and Barry
Neubauer.
If you're concerned about graphic
accounts, none can be found here.
Unlike "8mm," which enjoys mirroring the despair and secrecy of bizarre
sexual fantasy to a similarly dark and

rainy physical environment, Patterson
does a nice job of keeping such a dark
topic in a non-offensive light.
Oh, and to keep it perfectly human,
Patterson adds a love struggle into the
mix for the protagonist hero Jack
Mullen. Anyone who can relate to
cheating, being cheated on or not
wlderstanding a relationship will surely appreciate Jack's tumultuous relationship with Dana Neubauer (yes,
that's right-Barry's daughter) and the
legal detective with the Sears Tower
tattoo and an confident attitude to
match, Pauline Grabowski.
"The Beach House" has a lot going
for it and little in the way of drawbacks. It is an entertaining ride, albeit
not one to provoke much greater speculation or intellectual stimulation.
Patterson and DeJonge's' plot feels
original when reading, but the basic
outlines of privileged vs. the others has
been played many times previously.
The prose is almost entirely actionbased, and the chapter arrangement
makes it so there is little time or reason
to get bored. While "Beac;h House"
may not be the best short novel you've
read, it won't make you regret picking
up a copy. If interested, I recommend
you give it a try.

Presents ...

Want to learn more
abo t Jewish life
on campus?
Look for us at the EXPO Fair
Wednesday, August 27

And ...
Meet a nd Greet fellow Jewish

students and staff
Thursday, September 4, 12 -1 :30 p.m.

in MSC 316
Free lu nch A ND great company!!
Questions? Want more info? Want to RSVP for lunch?
Contact Debbie - dyunker@restech.wustl,edu or 935-9046
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Students meet new men's b-ball
coach, chancellor at Welcome Picnic

SUSAN 8. ANTI10NY 1 POlK,
WAAT ARE. YOU \VEARING

,

JaOuSEDDY?

IT'S MY NEVI
~AlNCOAT

LEFT: . Newly-hired men's basketball coach Chris Pilz introduces
the players of his Rivermen
squad. Pilz, a former basketball
coach at Hazelw ood high school,
will fill the vacancy left by M ark
Bernsen, who resign ed in Jun e.

THAT'S l\ VERY, Ut:lM,
MO,DERNDESIGN; DID YOU
GET IT AT WN...(;REENS ?

Uli liuli, So liE I1AD TI1IS
NEVI "~A1NC.OAT,u AND I1E
GAVE IT TO YOU FOR. FREE ?
IT'S NOT NEVI;
SOMEONE WORE
rT ONCE T I1EN

]

CAN YOU BELIEVE TI1AT? A
FREE. R.AINC.OAT oNLY WORN
ONCE] PlUS, I1E SAID TI1AT
IT'D GIVE ME "UNSURPASSED

HAll GOT TI1E [EXUSE ME, 1
U\ST ONE
/-lAVE TO GO
TOO] NOW
AND LAl.JGl-i
YOU'LL GET
tvW ASS orr.

PROTECTION," AND I KNOW ~:r'~r
A DEAL WI1EN I SEE 0
r-NE
~l..,J1 BUT fLl BE

('"

NICEAND~Y!

PrT()iED rT..•

The Riverette Cheerleading squad performs
before the students, faculty members an d
visitors in attendance at the Welcome Back
Picn ic,

Mike Sherwin! The CUTTellt
ABOVE: Incoming chancellor Thomas
George came to take part in the We lcome
Back Picnic, which kicks off Welcome Week
events.

T~e{"e's
[..,p" "

ST.

LOUIS SPORTS,

from page 9

The Kiel Center also plays host to
)ther teams and events, namely the
~t. Louis University Billikins basketJall team. The Billikins play out of
:::onference USA, and annually host
Jerennial powerhouses such as
:::incinnati and Louisville. The Kiel
:::enter also hosts other basketball
!vents, such as the armual 1-lissouriillinois border war and the Missouri
Valley Conference Tournament. On
ill almost yearly basis, the Kiel
:::enter hosts two rounds of the
"ICAA basketball tournament. '

-War
-Budget cuts
-Concerts
-CDs
-Student
Government
-(am~us

no w<>.y YOIA
/(,'fI tt:e1'Yl All ...
~:Sr'li-+/t'. .. t K~O"';

The Edward Jones Dome, also in
downtown St. Louis. is the home to
'The Greatest ShO\v On Turf," otherwise known as the high-flying St.
Louis Rams. The Dome has hosted
every Rams football game since Nov.
12,1995, the day it opened it's doors.
The Dome has already gone through
two name changes (starting out as the
Trans World Dome, later renamed
The Dome at Americ a's Center
before Edward Jones bought the naming rights) and has seen the Rams
transform from a sub-.500 team to

To the left
y useejusta
small sample
of what
staffers at
The Current
write about.

Super Bowl Champions. After a
down year in 2002, you can bet that
the Rams will be ready to regain their
place among t the NFL's elite this
season, making this the hott t ticket
in town.
With all these options (and more ,
St. Lows is highly regarded as one of
the nation's ~t ports cities, and is
considered to have the best fans in the
country. So whenever you need a
break from tudying, cruise on down
to anyone of the: e structures and forge.t your worries for a few hollIS.

ask

/

www.thecurrrentonline.com

listen

solve

8anking/
borrowing/
and buying pizza

made easy.
OkaYJ let's be honest. Sure you're ·

in college to study, but you're not
going to spend every minute
with your head in a book.

So, yo.u'II need a way to get cash
and keep track of how much you
have left. You know, to keep your
. folks from going ballistic back home.

Here's good news. With a free student
checking account from Commerce

.(o,m e to 388

Bank, you have easy access to your
funds at home, on or near campus,
or online-anytime, day or night. .
Make deposits, transfer funds.

.. MSC or call

51'6 - 6810 if
you are
i nt.e rested.

And track Withdrawals, too.
-FREE Checking -Hundreds of Fee-

-fREE Online
Account Access

Free ATMs* .
-Visa"Check Card

-Student Loans
I.ender Code: 8 13979

* The Cun-ent is an EOf

Call1-800-MONEY: 101

~ all, click, or come by Commerce
today, We'll ask listen sorve to see that

Thtors Needed at Florissant Valley

S .

I!'J' .~ ;/$12.46 HOUJ'

8iQlogy

.

your money's always close. And your

Community C..()llege

pizzas can always be extra large.

.

College;s tough. Commerce is·easy.

.

alle Pbp .JUlogy
Oormy
Ellginre-ring
Anllklruy

~heo:u1.ics

www.commercebank.com

Hisrory
MaIld.,..Frid~ 8 . ....-a ..... OR
1IIoNIay.ThursclllYr 5 ......... IUD.

Satd Re'WAJC 10 ~ Nix~, Sl. Lollis CooJmaJ.ny CoU.
J.4OO l".enI'laJJ Rd. , St. i.o<>i.." MO 6.., U 5

4~

,

..

'II'
Conunerce Bank
'~",
Member FDIC

"'370 Co m rt'lCJ« AiM$ ir. ~i,.~ k;lU"U, and il linQi...

aD: /i!ltn 500W and oo/f tlitk- """" !>f a,. trodem;uk> oj Comm"",< llaneslll,,,,, In<:_Q 2003 CO!.<MEJ\{[ ~ SHAI\rS, INC.
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CLAS S FIED S
with 40 words or fewer

are free to
students, faculty and staff
All classifieds are due via email by 5 p. m. on the Thursday before the publication date.
In addition to the name(s) of the advertiser, each classified submitted much contain
a student numb~r or faculty/staff department and title(s) prior to publication.

http://www. TheCurrentOnline .com

_

0786, cell 314-713-4549.

mUlt i-story novels, and ot her
brands. E-mail tineri09@yahoo .

campus.

Seeking roommate

91 ' Oldsmobile Ninety·Eight

everything. DirecTV, DSL, and
voicemail box. Call Tripp at 521·7330.

Share the rent. Female grad stu-

91'

Normandy house for rent

hour. Apply in the Rec Sports

one who is, please call me at 314-

Office, 203 Mark Twain. Call 516-

454-3836.

$300/month

includes

Intems and volunteers

Seeking roorrvnate

needed

UM-St. Louis student, black
female, early 20s, smoker, quiet,

from UMSL. Prefer Z female students who are non-smokers abd

studious, keeps to self, serious
minded. Seeking female roommate

non-drug users. $275.00 each to
share the rent. If interested

to share two-bdrm. apartment,
expenses approximately . $400

please call Ms. S. Anderson at
(314) 383-3423.

and community relations; and/or
video taping, editing, and produc-

Normandy house for rent 2 miles

tion. Call (314) 741-4215 and leave

monthly max. Must have the
finance to pay own share. If you

your contact information (name,
number, and best time to reach
you) as well as the positions which
interest you most. Otientation and
training provided. Visit our web-

Qre interested, please call and/or
leave a message at 3~-8109. The
apartment is Kensington Square
Apartments,
2100
N.
New
Rorissant, Rorissant, MO 63033.

site at educationfourall.com to
learn more about our organization

Room for rent

rm, dining rm, sun porch, 2 bedrooms, fireplace, garage, fenced
yard. It is less than one mile from
UMSL. It is one block off Normansy
Dr. from the golf course. Call
Thomas or Carrie. (314) 727-4873.

EDUCTION 4 ALL, INC.

Room for rent - nice home in
Ferguson, females only, safe·

Female roommate w anted

Help wanted

neighborhood, convenient to
University/stores, french doors,
lots of windows, nice yard, storage space, kitch .lLR shared,
cable tv, laundry, phone and utilities included. $380.00/month,
deposit required (314) 229-7641.

TestMasters is hiring LSAT instructors. $30 per hour. Positions are
currently available for summer
LSAT courses. 99th percentile
score on an actual LSAT required.
1-800-696-5728. jobs@testmasters180.com.

f1.exible schedule, fun and rewarding
working
enviroment.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
,.. $2.50 a day potential. Local positions . 1-800-2.93-3985 ext. 144.

SPORT OFFICIALS

"

Romance· books for sale

Located in the Central West End.
If you are interested or know any-

UMSL Indoor Swimming Pool.
Afternoon, evening & weekend

Interested candidiates please call
636-537-5522. E-mail: jwchan@
earthlink.net.

It

1994 Gray Met allic, 4 drs., AM/ FM,
a lot of new parts. Professional
maintenance, runs great. Need to.
sell. Your best offer - call 3114-fl7-

(leave message for Anita).

A west county Mathematics and
reading learning center is hiring
parj:-time gfCIders/tutOl} helpiog
children ages 3 to 15. We offer

"

Pontiac Grand AM

Seeking roommate to share large
4-bedroom house 2 miles from

Gradersttutors wanted

,""

County home with current roommates. Kitchen, washer/dryer,
safe, quiet neighborhood by
Creve Coeur park. $350 a month
including utilities. (314) 275-8852

automatic, 4-door, power windows, AM/FM, disc stereo, good
body, runs great. $1000. Call 636346-8466.

One-bedroom apartment available in June for a lease takeover.

are interested in the following
areas: tutoring, research, writing,

OJ

Seeking female roommate to
share beautiful West St. Louis

'90 Honda Civic

Seeking roommate

vice in as little as 9 weeks. If you

"

Only a few years old. Excellent
condition. Black and gold with
black Marble tops; five-piece bedroom set. Set includes full-size
headboard with mattress and box
spring, large six-drawer dresser
with mirror, a hutch/chest, and a
nightstand. Paid $1500, selling f or
$750 o.b.e. If interested, please
call Dionne at 31 4-494-2635 or
31 4-83 9-2041 .

i-bedroom apartment

Earn 40 hours of community ser-

.,

Like-New Bedroom Set

10-speed bike for sale. Recently
tuned and in great condition. $50.
Please call (314) 521-0815.

LIFEGUARDS

5326 for more information.

~

For sale

Roommate wanted for two-story
St. Ann home. You get upstairstwo private bedrooms and bathroom. I am a teacher and grad
student. All utilities included.
Prefer grad student or professional. $400 per month. Please call
Scot at 314-733-0948.

Seeking female roommate

current@jinx.umsl.edu

REC SPORTS OFFICIALS needed for
intramural f1.ag football, soccer,
floor hockey, & volleyball this
semester. Afternoon and evening
games. Pays $7.50-$10.00 per
game. Knowledge and interest in
the sport is required. Apply in the
Rec Office, 203 MT, 516-5326. .

Catering Services
Help needed at Chartwell's
Catering Services. For more information call (314) 516-7301.

Great Opportunity!
Flexible outside sales position
available in the wireless industry.
Over 10 years in the business.
Work at your own pace - Sell to
students, friends, and family. Call
Allen at Dial A Page 314-531-5300

x. 0

Room for rent
Nice home in area with room for
rent, females only, serious student non-smoker, convenient to
UMSL, public transport ation,
kitchen shared, windows, nice
yard, cable, bathroom, laundry,
off-street parking, phone and utilities included. $350.00 / month,
deposit required. Call (314) 5213120.

House for rent
4 bedroom house, eat-in kitchen,
19. family room. Across from
UMSL. Very spacious house.
$1200/month. Craig (31 4 ) 4958788.

Basement a pt. for rent
Furnished basement apt. for rent
in Ferguson area. Convenient to
UMSL campus. Must share kitchen.
Laundry, phone & utilities included. $3OO/month. 314-52.1-0815.

Help Wanted
Babysitter needed
Looking for afternoon babysitter
for 2 boys (pre-school and gradeschool age), area of Hwy 40 and
Speed,
20-2.5
hours/week
between 12 and 6 p.m., $9-10/hr
depending on experience. Must
have own car and good driving
record. 314-454-8472 (days); 314692 -0311 (evenings).

Send classif ied
Restrictions may

Regency Elite 93,xxx miles, adult

house or duplex. Quiet, responsi-

owner, all maintenance records,
exc. condition, luxurious & reli -

ble, serious student. Call Mary

able (3 14) 773-4207. Asking $5000 .

(314) 647-2673.

86' Oldsmobile for sale
1986 Oldsmobile 98 grande for

'96 Navy blue camaro, V6
3.8 Liter, Aut., Rear Wheel Drive,
Air Cond., Power Steering, Power

Furnished home for rent. Living

Wheel, Cruise Control, AM/FM
stereo, compact disc system, CD
Changer/Stacker,
Dual
Front

umsl.edu.

Two-bedroom ho me to
s hare
Wanted: Male graduate student to
share two-bedroom home. Short
walk to "Millennium Center."
Leave a message at 51 6-,5046.

Have something you
need to sell?

Do it

for free!
Classified ads are
free for students,

faculty and staff.

Airbags, ABS (4-whl), inside black
leather, power seat, t-bar roof.
Inside & outside excellent condition, four new tires, excellent
mechanical and clean engine.
$8,500. Call 603-1545.

miles. Leather, power, sony cd,
one owner, good condition. $1800
OBO. (3 14) 583-1297 selling f ast ...

LIKE TO BOWL?
Join our Int ramural League (Sept.
10 -.Nov. 19) Wednesdays 3- 4: 30
p.m. at North Oaks Bowl. Only
$1.50 / week for 3 games. 2 guys

Spring Break 2004
Travel wit h STS, America's #1
Student Tour operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and
Flori da. Now hiring on -campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/reservat ions 1-800648-4849 or ww-N. ststravel. com.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Now and get Free Parties & Meals!
Group Discounts. now hiri ng
Campus Reps! 1-800 -234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

and/ or gals per team. Register in
the Rec Office 203 Mark Twain by

For sale: Macintosh Power Book.
Includes personal laser writer
(color) and extra cartridge, user's

REC SPORTS FUN.

FREE GOLF -18 HOLES
Enter our Intramural GOLF SCRAM-

manual, accessory kit (cables,
disks). Must go! Great deal - only
$300. Call 640-5370.

INTRAMURAL Softball ,
Coed
Volleyball, Tennis, Bow ling & Rag
Football. Open to students, fac &
staff. TO PLAY, sign-up in the Rec

Bearded Dragons for sale

Office, 203 MT, 516 -5326. Deadline
is Wed ., Sept. 3.

tri-colored.

com for inquiries.

Cancun,
Jamaica,
Acapulco,
Bahamas,
Mazat la n,
Florida,
SPadre . 110% Best Prices! Book

Sept. 11.

BLE & BBQ Monday, Sept. 22,
Normandie Golf Course , 10:30
a. m. shotgun start. Free to stu dents;
only
$20
for
fac/staff lalumni. Four golfers per
team. Sign up in the Rec Office
203MT by Sept. 10.

Clean,

quiet and excellent pets. Priced
substantially lower than pet
stores . Call 314-428-0501.

HOUSING

TREK 7100 bike
2003 TREK 7100 hybrid road bike,
20" Ridden on Katy Trail a few
times. Asking $2.00. Call (31 4) 664- .
8710.

Studio recording organiza.
tion Members are needed to start
a new studio recording organization on campus. If interested,
please call Henry St. James at
(314) 863-6659 or (31 4) 368-8447.

rent@jirlx.umsl.edu.

Photographers
needed.

For further details, check-out
our ad at the top of this page.

Call (314) 516-6810 for
more information.

40 words or fewer, please.
Send clasSified ads to cur-

sale. New engine with only 15k

Unique offer

Pre-adult,

Romance books for sale at 50 cents
each. Hard backs as well as paper
backs. Silhouette, Harlequin ,

Ninety-Eight

rent on a 2-bedroom apartment,

Windows, Power Door Locks, Tilt

$232.50. Walking distance from

Oldsmobi le

dent looking for another to split

Fumished home for rent

UMSL. 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living
room, bathroom, central A/C,
hardwood floors. Call Sam (314)
382-1382 sup5Oc@studentmail.

----'

Seeking roommate

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS needed for

hours available. Pay is $6:30 per

i;t

Page 13
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Writers needed.
Call (314) 516-6810
for ·more in formation .

,

. F.RE~ TEST. with immediate result·s.

-.

-,

.'.-

.',oL,"

detects pregnancy 10 days after it begins:., ~ .
.
--"":
~.-

-~-

",

. PROfESSIONAL COUNSELING 8.. ASSISTANCE
..
-

.

~,--':---."

-

Ali services are free and conlldential. -:~,.€ :.~ "f.:t,", .
.

a d s to current@ j i n x . urllsl . e du

apply. Call 51 6-51 74 for more informa.tio n .

PHOTOGRAPHERS!
MIKE SHERWIN WANTS YOU,
HE WA TS YOU REAL
BAD ... TO TAKE PICTURES
FOR ,T HE CURREN71
COME BY MSC 388 IF YOU A RE INTERESTED.
* THE CURRENT IS AN EOE

Pregnant?

www.thecurrentonline.com
www.thecurrentonline.com
www.thecurrentonline.com
www.thecurrentonline.com
www.thecurrentonline.com
www.thecurrentonline.com
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Computer Shop
1

\

t

~~

We are more than just your one stop shop for
Textbooks and School Supplies, we have dorm
supplies too! Stop by and see our selection.
I

I

Need a laptop?
We have great laptop specials (as well as desktop units) on
brand names such as Toshiba, Gateway and Apple! Stop by •
and see for yourself or call David @ 6054. New for this
semester DELL COMPUTERS!

We've Got Spirit How About You!
New selection of UMSL spirit wear is
now available! Stop by to get yours and
save with the coupon on the bottom of
this page!
r

Textbook Return Policy:

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m. -7:30 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

I

I
I
I

I

~

Limit 1 Item per coupon, coupon per purchase. Valid on regularly priced merchandise only. Not valid on sale or clearance merchandise. Expires 9/12/03.

We have extended hours for Back To School.
Call us @ 5763 or visit our web page for our
ovfonnorl hnllrc::

\AI\AI\AI I

nnc::lhn",lcc::tnro ""'""

-Textbooks may be returned 2 weeks after the
-')
first day of class. Three weeks with proof of drop.
-They must be returned in the same condition as
they were purchased (do not write in new books,
.
..
etc.)
-Must be accomp~nied by the original sales
.._ ........ 1.......

~

